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Violations of the Israeli Occupation Army  

 Israeli soldiers abducted three Palestinians and shot five others with 

live ammunition, including the expanding bullets, in the al-Jalazoun 

refugee camp, north of the central West Bank city of Ramallah. Several 

army vehicles invaded the refugee camp, leading to protests before the 

soldiers fired many live rounds, including expanding bullets. The 

soldiers shot a young man with a live round in the abdomen and four 

with expanding bullets in their lower extremities. The soldiers also 

abducted former political prisoner Sa’id NakhLa, 64, in addition to 

Amro Khalil Amer, 20, and Ahmad Mahmoud Amer, 18, who was also 

assaulted by the army. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted one Palestinian from his home in Salem 

village, east of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. 

Several army jeeps invaded the village before storming and ransacking 

Othman Issa’s home and abducting him. The soldiers also interrogated 

several Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards during the invasion 

of the village. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted Bashar Kanaan Abu Oun and Aziz Anas 

Abbas after storming their homes and ransacking them in Jaba’ town in 

the Jenin Governorate in  the northern West Bank. The soldiers also 

damaged a car parked by the side of a road in the town. (IMEMC 1 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers abducted Tareq Jarrar and Sa’ed Ahmad al-Ayasa 

from their homes in Sanur village after the army stormed and 

ransacked many homes. The soldiers also stormed and ransacked 

several homes in Sanur village before abducting two young men, Tareq 

Jarrar and Saed Ahmad al-Ayasa. The invasion led to protests before 

the army fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades. (IMEMC 1 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers searched several homes in Marka village before 

abducting Nasser Mousa and Ali Nafe’ Ali. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 
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 The Israeli soldiers invaded Jaba’ town southwest of Jenin in the 

northern West Bank, leading to protests before firing live rounds, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot a young 

man with a live round in the abdomen. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded Marka village, south of Jenin, and 

intensified their military deployment around various surrounding 

villages and towns. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the Zababda town, south of the northern 

West Bank city of Jenin, leading to protests before shooting a young 

man and a teenage boy. The soldiers fired many live rounds, rubber-

coated steel bullets, and gas bombs at the Palestinians, who protested 

the invasion, and surrounding homes. The soldiers shot a young man 

in the shoulder and a teenage boy in the arm with live ammunition. 

The soldiers also searched a few homes and interrogated several 

Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 The soldiers abducted Ahmad Faleh Zakarna and Mohammad Walid 

Zakarna from Qabatia town, south of Jenin, after stopping them at a 

military roadblock near Tubas in the northeastern West Bank. (IMEMC 

1 May 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps invaded Al Zababda town south of Jenin and 

attacked Palestinians who protested the invasion. The soldiers fired 

many live rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs at the 

Palestinians, wounding a young man with a live round in the shoulder 

and another in the arm. After stopping them at a sudden military 

roadblock near Tubas in the northeastern West Bank, the soldiers 

abducted Ahmad Faleh Zakarna and Mohammad Walid Zakarna from 

Qabatia town south of Jenin. The Israeli soldiers installed a roadblock 

near the al-Jarba village, south of Qabatia, stopped and searched many 

cars, and interrogated dozens of Palestinians while inspecting their ID 

cards. The soldiers fired many live rounds at Palestinian protesters 

who hurled stones and Molotov cocktails at the military vehicles 

invading Qabatia. Furthermore, the soldiers abducted former political 

prisoner Noureddin Shalabi, from Jenin, after stopping him at a 

military roadblock near Misilyah village, south of the city. Hundreds of 

soldiers have also been deployed around many villages and towns 

south of Jenin and installed roadblocks. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Qabatia town, south of 

Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. Several army 

vehicles invaded the town, especially the al-Qassab and the western 

area, leading to protests before the soldiers fired many rubber-coated 

steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. They added that 

many Palestinians, including some in their homes, suffered the effects 

of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers also invaded and searched many 

homes and occupied the rooftops of several buildings during the 

invasion. (IMEMC 2 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian doctor was injured by Israeli gunfire, while dozens of 

others suffered from suffocation, during an Israeli military raid in the 

village of Kafr al-Lubbad, to the east of the occupied West Bank city of 

Hebron. Confrontations between Palestinians and Israeli forces broke 

out following the raid into the village, which resulted in injuring 70-

year-old doctor Adnan Mahfouth with a rubber bullet in the neck as he 

offered help to the casualties during the confrontations. Dozens of 

others suffered from suffocation due to inhaling the tear gas bomb 

fired at them by the Israeli forces. (IMEMC 2 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian father just a week after the army 

abducted his sons in Beit Ummar town, north of Hebron, in the 

southern part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers stormed and 

ransacked the home of former political prisoner Mershed Mohammad 

Za’aqeeq, 47, and abducted him. Mershed’s abduction came just a 

week after abducting two sons, Majdi and Mahdi, both former political 

prisoners, after the soldiers invaded the family’s home. (IMEMC 2 May 

2022) 

 In Hebron city, the Israeli soldiers prevented Palestinian journalists 

from bringing their equipment into the Ibrahimi Mosque to broadcast 

the al-Fitr Muslim feast prayers. (IMEMC 2 May 2022) 

 In Ramallah city, the Israeli soldiers invaded a few homes and 

abducted one Palestinian, Thaer Taha Aa, 45. (IMEMC 2 May 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps invaded Ni’lin town, west of Ramallah, 

leading to protests before the soldiers fired many live rounds, rubber-

coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot three young men 

with live rounds, causing moderate but stable wounds. During the 

invasion, the soldiers stormed and searched several homes before 

abducting a young man, Nadim Taleb Nafe’. (IMEMC 2 May 2022) 
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 The Israeli soldiers abducted Mohammad Ali Amer from the al-

Jalazoun refugee camp, north of Ramallah, and Bassem Monir Abu 

Alia, 33, from the al-Mughayyir village, northeast of the city. (IMEMC 

2 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man at a military 

roadblock in the Northern Plains of the occupied West Bank. The 

soldiers abducted Mohammad Wael Shehada after stopping him at the 

al-Hamra military roadblock. The PPS added that Mohammad is from 

the al- Fandaqumiya village, south of the northern West Bank city of 

Jenin. Mohammad was returning home from work in Jericho when the 

soldiers stopped him at the roadblock. (IMEMC 3 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted three Palestinian siblings near Tulkarem, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers abducted 

three siblings, Tha’er, Mahmoud, and Ibrahim Sami A’mar, after 

stopping them at a sudden military roadblock at the main Bal’a town 

junction, east of Tulkarem. The soldiers also stopped and searched 

dozens of cars and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting 

their ID cards. (IMEMC 3 May 2022) 

 In Khan Younis, in the southern part of the besieged Gaza Strip, the 

Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian, who remained unidentified, on 

land near the perimeter fence. (IMEMC 3 May 2022) 
 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked a group of Palestinian 

shepherds in the Gaza Strip, with no reported casualties. Israeli 

soldiers fired live ammunition and tear gas grenades from 

watchtowers at shepherds and swaths of cultivated land in the east of 

Khan Yunis in southern Gaza. Luckily, all the shepherds escaped 

unhurt from the area. (PALINFO 3 May 2022) 

 A number of Palestinian citizens were injured when the Israeli 

occupation forces (IOF) stormed different areas of the West Bank and 

clashed with local youths. A doctor was injured by a rubber bullet and 

dozens of young men suffered from their exposure to tear gas during 

clashes in the afternoon with the IOF in Kafr al-Labad town, east of 

Tulkarem. A 70-year-old doctor was injured in his neck by a rubber 

bullet as he was providing wounded young men with medical 

assistance during the events. Others also suffered from inhaling tear 

gas and received on-site medical help. In Jenin, the IOF stormed 

Qabatiya town and showered local youths with tear gas canisters. 

Confrontations took place between Palestinians and the IOF in 

Qabatiya. (PALINFO 3 May 2022) 
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 In Hebron, several citizens suffered from tear gas when the Israeli 

Occupation Forces (IOF) stormed a street known as al-Madares 

junction. The IOF  broke into the house of az-Zaghir family in Hebron 

and wreaked havoc on its furniture. (PALINFO 3 May 2022) 

 In Ramallah, three young men suffered bullet injuries when the Israeli 

Occupation Forces (IOF) stormed Ni’lin town and clashed with local 

youths. (PALINFO 3 May 2022) 

 One young Palestinian man was kidnaped by the Israeli Occupation 

Forces (IOF) from his home in Ni’lin. A total of 10 Palestinian citizens 

were kidnaped from their homes in the West Bank on the first day of 

the Eid al-Fitr holiday. (PALINFO 3 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds into Palestinian agricultural 

lands east of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. The 

soldiers, stationed in the Kissufim military base across the perimeter 

fence, fired many live rounds and several gas bombs into the 

Palestinian lands in the al-Wad area, east of the al-Qarara town, east of 

Khan Younis. The attack did not lead to casualties but forced the 

fishermen to leave, fearing additional violations by the army. (IMEMC 

4 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man at a military 

roadblock in the Northern Plains of the occupied West Bank. The 

soldiers abducted Mohammad Wael Shehada after stopping him at the 

al-Hamra military roadblock. Mohammad is from the al- Fandaqumiya 

village, south of the northern West Bank city of Jenin. Mohammad was 

returning home from work in Jericho when the soldiers stopped him at 

the roadblock. (IMEMC 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded several archeological areas, including wells, in 

Masafer Yatta, south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied 

West Bank, and threatened to abduct the Palestinians if they entered 

these areas. The soldiers were accompanied by the Israel Antiquities 

Authority personnel when they invaded the Birin area. The soldiers 

threatened to abduct and imprison the Palestinians, especially the 

shepherds if they entered or approached the area. The soldiers also 

took pictures of another well in the al-Jaza’ nearby area and threatened 

to abduct the Palestinians if they approached the area or entered it. The 

army and the Antiquities Authority personnel also invaded many 

villages and Bedouin communities and informed them that they would 

be barred from entering the surrounding archeological sites. Israeli 

colonizers, living on stolen Palestinian lands in direct violation of 
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International Law, are allowed to enter these areas without restrictions. 

(IMEMC 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli forces seized gardening tools from al-Juwaya community, east 

of Yatta, in the southern West Bank district of Hebron. Israeli forces 

barged their way into the community, and seized shovels, spades, 

pickaxes and outdoor camping accessories, all belonging to a 

community resident from the De‘is family. That cause trouble to the 

community residents, restrict their ability to tend their land and make 

room for the expansion of the nearby colonial settlement of Ma‘on, as 

he called on human rights organizations to intervene to halt such 

Israeli practices. Settlers from the colonial settlement have grazed their 

cattle on some 20 donums of farmland planted with seasonal crops 

belonging to the same family, causing immense losses for them. 

(IMEMC 4 May 2022) 
 Israeli soldiers abducted the deputy director of the Islamic Waqf and 

Endowment Department in the occupied capital, Jerusalem, in the 

West Bank. The soldiers abducted Dr. Najeh Bkearat after stopping 

him at a military roadblock southeast of occupied Jerusalem. Before 

abducting the Palestinian official, the soldiers stopped dozens of cars 

and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. 

(IMEMC 5 MAY 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the Batn al-Hawa neighborhood in Silwan 

town, south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem, and fired many gas 

bombs and rubber-coated steel bullets at Palestinians who protested 

the invasion.  (IMEMC 5 MAY 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians in the courtyards of the 

Al-Aqsa Mosque and in the al-Qibli Mosque in the holy compound, in 

the occupied Palestinian capital Jerusalem, in the West Bank. Dozens of 

soldiers and police officers invaded the courtyard of the holy site and 

assaulted many Palestinians with batons before firing dozens of 

rubber-coated steel bullets and gas bombs, causing dozens of injuries. 

The soldiers also surrounded dozens of worshipers in the al-Qibli 

Mosque and attacked them, causing injuries. The army and the police 

also assaulted Palestinian journalists and forced them out of the 

courtyards of the holy site in preparation for allowing dozens of 

colonizers into the holy compound. It is worth mentioning that Israeli 

Prime Minister Naftali Bennet issued orders allowing the colonizers to 

invade and tour the courtyards of the holy site to celebrate “Israel’s 

independence,” the illegal occupation and colonization of occupied 
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Palestine. The Israeli police said Al-Aqsa would be open to the 

colonizers from 7:00 to 11:00 in the morning and from 1:30 to 2:30 in the 

afternoon. (IMEMC 5 MAY 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted two Palestinian children north of Bethlehem, 

south of occupied Jerusalem in the West Bank. The soldiers invaded 

the eastern area of ‘Aida refugee camp before abducting two children, 

Haitham Lutfi Da’amsa, 13, and Akram Jaber al-A’raj, 14. After 

abducting them, the soldiers took the two abducted children to a 

military base near Bethlehem. The soldiers also stopped and 

interrogated several Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. In 

related news, the Israeli army abducted a young Palestinian man who 

reportedly breached the perimeter fence in the southern part of the 

Gaza Strip and took him to an interrogation facility.  (IMEMC 5 MAY 

2022) 

 Israeli police cracked down on Palestinians inside Jerusalem’s Al-Aqsa 

Mosque compound as settler intrusions resumed. Heavily-armed 

police violently dispersed Palestinian worshippers protesting renewed 

settler intrusions into the flashpoint site, opening tear gas canisters and 

rubber-coated steel bullets towards them and resulting in dozens of 

injuries, mostly from tear gas. The violent confrontations erupted as 

police allowed dozens of settlers to barge their way into the courtyards 

of the site from the direction of the Moroccan Gate, known in Arabic as 

Bab al-Maghariba, in celebration of what they call Israel’s 

“Independence Day”, which saw the ethnic cleansing of 750,000 to one 

million indigenous Palestinians 74 years ago and turning them into 

refugees to establish a Jewish-majority state in Palestine. The settlers 

waved the Israeli flag at Alqatanin Gate, located on the western side of 

the site, and sang Israel’s national anthem.  Police scuffled with 

Palestinians barricading themselves within the site and attempted to 

force them, including journalists, out of the courtyards to make room 

for the intruders.They also sealed off the Qibli prayer area within the 

mosque compound, denying worshippers access to it and caused 

damage to 800-year-old Salah Al-Din Minbar (pulpit), located inside 

the prayer area. (IMEMC 5 MAY 2022) 
 Israeli soldiers shot four Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets 

during the weekly procession in Kufur Qaddoum town, east of the 

northern West Bank city of Qalqilia. The Palestinians marched from the 

center of the town while chanting against the ongoing illegal 

occupation, its colonies, and escalating violations. The soldiers fired 

many rubber-coated steel bullets at the protesters, wounding four and 
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causing many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers 

also chased and tried to ambush several protesters but were unable to 

abduct any. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians, including two children, 

during protests in Beit Dajan, Beit Dajan, and Qaryout, near Nablus, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The Palestinians marched 

on their lands in Qaryout village, south of Nablus, and Beit Dajan, east 

of the city, protesting the constant attempts by the Israeli colonizers to 

occupy their lands. Israeli soldiers fired many gas bombs, concussion 

grenades, and rubber-coated steel bullets, causing many Palestinians to 

suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in Beit Dajan. The soldiers also 

injured caused many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation in Qaryout village, especially after the colonizers and the 

soldiers invaded the village’s spring. In Beita town, south of Nablus, 

the soldiers attacked the weekly procession and fired many gas bombs, 

concussion grenades, and rubber-coated steel bullets at the nonviolent 

protesters. Medical sources said the soldiers shot two children, 13 years 

of age, with rubber-coated steel bullets in the legs, and caused dozens 

to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked nonviolent Palestinian protesters in Masafer 

Yatta, south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank, 

in an area that the military illegally annexed to dedicate as a “firing 

zone.” The Palestinians marched to their lands in the al-Mastaba area 

in Wadi al-Jawaya, east of Yatta, to affirm their rights on their lands 

and to reject the illegal Israeli policies and violations. The soldiers 

assaulted many Palestinians and started pushing them out of their 

lands and attempting to abduct some of them. It is worth mentioning 

that the Israeli High Court in occupied Jerusalem recently denied an 

appeal filed by the Palestinians from twelve communities in the area 

after the military declared then lands a “closed military zone” that 

would be used for live-fire military training. The ruling would lead to 

the communities’ demolition and displacing of at least four hundred 

Palestinians from their dwellings. The twelve communities are Janba, 

al-Markaz, al-Halawa, al-Fakheet, at-Tabban, al-Majaz, Maghayir al-

Abeed, Safa al-Foqa, Safa at-Tihta, at-Touba, Khallet ad-Dabe’ and al-

Mafqara. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many rounds of live ammunition into Palestinian 

agricultural lands east of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza 

Strip. Eyewitnesses said the soldiers, stationed on military towers 
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across the perimeter fence, east of Khan Younis, fired many live rounds 

and gas bombs into the farmlands east of Khuza’a town, east of Khan 

Younis. The attack did not lead to casualties but forced the Palestinians 

to leave their lands in fear of further violations. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured two Palestinians in Deir Abu Mashal village, 

west of the central West Bank city of Ramallah. Several army jeeps 

invaded the main entrance area of the village, leading to protests. The 

sources added that the soldiers fired many live rounds, rubber-coated 

steel bullets, and gas bombs at the protesters. The soldiers shot two 

young men with rubber-coated steel bullets in their heads, causing 

moderate-but-stable wounds. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded the Tiwani village, east of Yatta town, south of 

the southern West Bank city of Hebron, and handed a farmer a 

demolition order for his barn. Fuad al-‘Amour, the Protection and 

Steadfastness Committees coordinator in southern Hebron, said the 

army handed an order to demolish a seventy square/meter barn owned 

by a local farmer, Suleiman al-Adra. Al-‘Amour added that al-Adra is 

the Protection and Steadfastness Committees coordinator in the 

Masafer Yatta area. The Palestinian was not granted time to file for an 

appeal and was ordered to remove the chickens and the sheep from the 

barn within 96 hours. In related news, Israeli colonizers invaded the 

Khirbat Harasha area in the al-Mazra’a al-Gharbiya village northwest 

of the central West Bank city of Ramallah and tried to force the 

Palestinians out of their lands. (IMEMC 7 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot and seriously injured on Palestinian land near the 

illegal Annexation Wall in Hibla village, south of the northern West 

Bank city of Qalqilia. The young man, 21, was rushed to Darwish 

Nazzal governmental hospital in Qalqilia after suffering a gunshot 

wound to the shoulder. The young man bled profusely after the 

shoulders shot him and delayed the arrival of the ambulance after 

closing the area. (IMEMC 7 May 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked Palestinian fishing boats near Rafah shore, 

in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. The navy ships fired many live 

rounds and used water cannons in attacking the Palestinian fishing 

boats near the Rafah shore. The Syndicate added that the attack did not 

lead to casualties but forced the fishermen to return to the shore 

without being able to fish to provide for their families. Thousands of 

families in the besieged coastal region depend on fishing as their sole 
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source of livelihood but are subject to constant violations, including 

confiscating their boats. (IMEMC 7 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces injured two Palestinians in the town of Beit 

Ummar, in the West Bank province of Hebron, and physically 

assaulted a third one in a separate incident in the town of Deir Ballout, 

in Salfit province. In Beit Ummar town, north of Hebron, Israeli 

soldiers shot and injured two Palestinians with rubber-coated bullets 

during confrontations that erupted between Israeli army and local 

Palestinian residents. The confrontations broke out following an attack 

by Israeli settlers on defenseless Palestinian civilians near the town. No 

injuries were reported in the attack. (WAFA 7 May 2022) 

  A Palestinian youth was shot and critically injured by Israeli soldiers 

near the Israeli apartheid barrier in the north of the West Bank. It said 

the Palestinian, said to be 21 years of age, was brought to a hospital in 

the northern West Bank city of Qalqiliya with a bullet injury to the 

shoulder. However, explained the ministry, the injury caused severe 

bleeding that endangered the life of the youth. He was reported in 

critical condition. Reports said the shooting took place near the 

apartheid barrier in the village of Habla, south of Qalqiliya. (WAFA 7 

May 2022) 
 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians, including one who was 

shot in the neck in Hares village, west of Salfit, in the central West 

Bank, after Israeli colonizers invaded it. Several army jeeps invaded the 

village, leading to protests before the soldiers fired many live rounds, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot one 

Palestinian, Daoud Daoud, with a live round in the neck, causing a 

severe injury. The soldiers also shot three with rubber-coated steel 

bullets and caused many others to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. The residents intercepted an invasion by Israeli colonizers 

into the western entrance of their village before the soldiers invaded it 

and opened fire at the Palestinians. It is worth mentioning that the 

colonizers also cut and uprooted at least thirty olive trees in Qisarya 

and Arara, north of Kafr ed-Deek, west of Salfit. The trees are owned 

by Emad Ismael Ahmad, Nasser Mohammad Othman, Ali Ahmad, and 

Aziz Yousef Qassoul. The colonizers came from the Bruchin colony, 

built on stolen Palestinian lands owned by residents from Kafr ed-

Deek and Bruqin towns west of Salfit. (IMEMC 8 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot two Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets 

and caused many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in Beit 

Ummar town, north of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied 
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West Bank. Several army jeeps invaded the town, leading to protests 

before the soldiers fired rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades. The soldiers shot two young men with rubber-

coated steel bullets and caused many to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. The attacks occurred after the Palestinians protested an 

invasion by colonizers and soldiers into the Safa area in Beit Ummar, 

especially after the colonizers attacked a few homes. Also, Israeli 

colonizers attacked many cars driving on a bypass road in the al-Jalajel 

and Beit Einoun areas, east of Hebron, in the southern part of the 

occupied West Bank. In related news, several army jeeps invaded the 

Shu’fat refugee camp northeast of occupied Jerusalem, leading to 

protests. (IMEMC 8 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces tonight shot and wounded a young 

Palestinian man in the occupied city of Jerusalem. WAFA 

correspondent reported that the occupation forces shot a young man in 

the Bab al-Amoud area, before detaining him. His identity and health 

condition remain unknown until the moment. Forces reportedly 

attacked all those present in the vicinity of Bab al-Amoud in occupied 

Jerusalem and closed all entrances to the Old City and the blessed al-

Aqsa Mosque. (WAFA 8 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian youth was fatally shot evening by Israeli forces’ fire near 

a military checkpoint to the south of Tulkarem, in the northern 

occupied West Bank, according to the ministry of health. The ministry 

of health said a youth was killed after being shot by Israeli forces near 

the Jabara military checkpoint, near Tulkarem. The youth was 

identified as Mahmoud Sami Khalil, from Khan Yunis city, in the 

southern Gaza Strip. Israeli soldiers stationed at the military 

checkpoint heavily fired at the youth after he crossed through one of 

the breaches in the separation barrier, injuring him seriously. He was 

taken to a hospital in Israel, where he was pronounced dead. (WAFA 8 

May 2022) 

 A number of Palestinians suffocated by tear gas fired by Israeli forces 

during clashes that broke out in the village of Rummanah to the west 

of Jenin, in the northern occupied West Bank, according to local 

sources. Sources told WAFA that at least 50 military vehicles stormed 

the village, raided several homes, and turned their rooftops into 

military outposts, spurring clashes with residents. Forces fired rubber-

coated steel bullets, tear gas canisters, and stun grenades at residents 

and their homes, causing many to suffocate due to tear gas inhalation. 

A Palestinian youth was also struck with a stun grenade in the leg 
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during the clashes. Forces also raided the home of local resident Reyad 

Bishnaq and took over the rooftop of his home after physically 

attacking him and holding the family members in one room after 

confiscating their cell phones. Forces reportedly prevented Palestinian 

ambulances from entering the area to transfer the injured. (WAFA 8 

May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers injured Palestine TV reporters before Israeli soldiers 

caused many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in 

Azzoun town, east of Qalqilia, in the northern part of the occupied 

West Bank. The colonizers attacked the reporters with batons and 

hurled stones at them at the town’s main entrance, causing several 

injuries. They also tried to prevent the journalists from documenting 

protests that took place after Israeli soldiers invaded the town. The 

journalists have been identified as Ahmad Shawar, Bashar Nazzal, and 

Ayman Nazzal; they suffered various cuts and bruises. Israeli soldiers 

also caused many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation 

during the protests, which erupted after the army closed the iron gate 

at the main entrance of the town while colonizers gathered in the area. 

(IMEMC 9 May 2022) 

 Israeli forces shot and killed Mahmoud Sami Khalil Arram, 27, near the 

Jabara military checkpoint, south of Tulkarem in the northern West 

Bank. Arram was from Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza 

Strip, and had come to the West Bank in 2019 to treat a medical 

condition. Palestinians from the Gaza Strip are rarely, if ever, allowed 

to enter the West Bank. This utter separation of the two Palestinian 

Territories has ripped apart families and kept the Palestinian people 

divided, unable to meet in person across the Israeli-controlled barrier. 

The Israeli military claimed that Aram was shot while trying to cross 

through a hole in the illegal Annexation Wall near Jabara. (IMEMC 9 

May 2022) 

 Israeli forces opened fire on a Palestinian youth near the Israeli colonial 

settlement of Tuqu’, east of Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank, 

killing him. The youth who was killed was identified as 18-year-old 

Mo’tasem Mohammad Atallah, from the town of Harmala, east of 

Bethlehem. The Israeli military claimed that the young man had 

infiltrated the colony’s land, and was “trespassing on the private 

property of a resident”. After killing him, the soldiers found a knife in 

Atallah’s pocket and claimed that was their justification for killing him. 

The army then issued an order to all of the Israeli settlers living in the 

colony of Tuqu’ to stay in their homes, saying (without evidence) that 
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they suspected a terrorist attack was underway. The Palestinian 

Ministry of Health did not confirm the identity of the young man, but 

the Palestinian Authority acknowledged that a young man had been 

killed, without confirming his identity. (IMEMC 9 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot and seriously injured a young Palestinian in a 

police post in Bab al-Amoud in occupied Jerusalem after alleging 

stabbing officers. In Silwan (Silwanic), the young man Nathir Dar Ali, 

20, from Abwein village, north of the central West Bank city of 

Ramallah, was shot in the security post after the soldiers detained him. 

The Israeli police said the Palestinian allegedly stabbed and 

moderately injured an officer before he was shot. After the incident, the 

police attacked many Palestinians and used the military canines to 

attack people before forcing them onto the ground and searching them. 

Attorney Khaldoun Najm said the Palestinian was shot with several 

live rounds, including the neck, shoulder, and legs, and was left 

bleeding without medical before Israeli medics moved him to 

Hadassah Ein Karem hospital. Hundreds of soldiers, police and 

undercover officers were deployed in several parts of the city, 

especially Bab al-Amoud, Sultan Suleiman Street, Bab as-Sahera, and 

Misrara. The soldiers and the officers detained and attacked many 

Palestinians and installed roadblocks, in addition to preventing the 

Palestinians from entering the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Old City. The 

soldiers also attacked and abducted three Palestinians in Silwan, south 

of Al-Aqsa Mosque, in addition to detaining a father and his child. 

(IMEMC 9 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked a Palestinian man in the Masafer Yatta area, 

south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. Rateb 

Jabour, the Protection & Steadfastness Committees coordinator in 

Masafer Yatta, said the soldiers invaded the Tiwani area and tried to 

demolish a residential structure. Jabour said the structure’s owner, 

Bassel al-Adra, tried to stop the soldiers from destroying his tin 

structure before they started assaulting him. The Palestinian suffered 

various lacerations and bruises and was rushed to the Yatta 

governmental hospital. (IMEMC 9 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a Palestinian child in the Al-Khader town, south of 

Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank. Local nonviolent activist, 

Ahmad Salah, said many army jeeps invaded the at-Tal area in the 

town, leading to protests. Salah added that the soldiers fired live 

rounds, including expanding bullets, rubber-coated steel bullets, and 
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gas bombs. Medical sources have confirmed that the soldiers shot a 

child, 15, with a Dumdum expanding bullet in the leg before he was 

rushed to Beit Jala governmental hospital. (IMEMC 9 May 2022) 

 Four Palestinians were detained in the town of Rummaneh, in the 

northern West Bank district of Jenin, following an army raid. (WAFA 9 

May 2022) 

 In Nablus district, soldiers detained a 17-year-old minor. In the Salfit 

area, a Palestinian was also detained. (WAFA 9 May 2022) 
 Israeli soldiers invaded Burqa town northwest of the northern West 

Bank city of Ramallah, leading to protests, and causing dozens of 

schoolchildren to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. Ghassan 

Daghlas, a Palestinian official who monitors Israel’s illegal colonialist 

activities in the northern West Bank, said several army jeeps invaded 

the town, especially the schools area, leading to protests. He added 

that the soldiers fired many live rounds, gas bombs, and concussion 

grenades, especially at the two schools, causing many schoolchildren 

and staffers to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 10 May 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians after the army attacked 

Palestinian cars driving on the al-Kafriyyat road, south of Tulkarem, in 

the northern part of the occupied West Bank. Eyewitnesses said the 

soldiers closed the al-Kafriyyat road and prevented the Palestinians 

from crossing in both directions. They added that the soldiers fired gas 

bombs at the Palestinian cars causing many residents to suffer the 

effects of tear gas inhalation. The Palestinians had to leave the area and 

look for alternate ways to reach their villages and town south of 

Tulkarem. (IMEMC 10 May 2022) 

 Israeli troops attacked Palestinian civilians near Nablus, shooting 

thirteen with rubber-coated steel bullets and one with live ammunition 

near dawn. The confrontation took place when Israeli soldiers invaded 

the holy site of Joseph’s Tomb east of Nablus. Joseph’s Tomb, believed 

to be the location where the prophet Joseph was buried, has been 

venerated by Samaritans since the second century CE. A community of 

several hundred Samaritans have lived continuously in the hills 

outside Nablus for 2,000 years – although they practice Judaism, they 

are Arabic-speaking and are not accepted by Israel as a Jewish tribe. 

The site has become, in recent years, a place of pilgrimage for Israeli 

Jewish settlers, many of whom attack Palestinians on their way into 

and out of what they consider to be a holy site. Some Jewish 
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theological scholars have pointed out, “the patriarch Joseph was not an 

Israelite hero who became Egyptianised, but an Egyptian divinity who 

was Hebraised”. In the attack, dozens of Israeli settlers stormed 

Joseph’s Tomb, amid protection from the Israeli army, and 

confrontations erupted in the area. Israeli forces invaded the area near 

the tomb, where they were met by youth from the nearby village who 

began to throw stones at the invading military. The army shot at the 

youth with less-than-lethal and live ammunition. Ahmad Jibril, 

director of the Emergency and Ambulance Center in the Red Crescent 

in Nablus, said that clashes erupted in the vicinity of Joseph’s tomb, 

which led to the injury of a young man with live bullets in the 

abdomen. In addition, 13 people were hit with rubber-coated metal 

bullets, one of them in the face. 27 civilians suffered from tear gas 

inhalation, including people who were gassed while in their homes. 

Most were treated on site, but one was taken to the hospital for 

treatment. (IMEMC 10 May 2022) 

 Two schools in the northern West Bank town of Burqa, northwest of 

Nablus, were quickly evacuated from their students and teachers after 

soldiers opened live fire in the direction of the schools, according to a 

local official. Ghassan Daghlas, who monitors Israeli settlement 

activities in the north of the West Bank, told WAFA that the soldiers 

shot live bullets at the schools following the outbreak of confrontations 

in the area. He said this was the second day in a row the schools come 

under attack from the Israeli soldiers, explaining that the soldiers also 

yesterday fired tear gas at the schools causing panic among the 

students and suffocation cases.  (WAFA 10 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a Palestinian worker before abducting him and 

forty others in Faqqu’a village, east of Jenin, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Eyewitnesses said the soldiers chased dozens of 

workers near the illegal annexation wall and opened fire at them, 

wounding one before abducting him. They added that the soldiers also 

abducted forty other Palestinian workers for “trying to enter Israel 

without permits.” (IMEMC 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot, Wednesday evening, a young Palestinian man in 

Biddu town, northwest of occupied Jerusalem, in the West Bank. 

Several army jeeps invaded the town, leading to protests before the 

soldiers fired rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion 

grenades. Medical sources said the soldiers shot a young man with a 

rubber-coated steel bullet before Palestinian medics rushed him to a 
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hospital. Several Palestinians suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation 

and received the needed treatment. (IMEMC 11 May 2022) 

  

Israeli soldiers killed, Wednesday dawn, a prominent Palestinian 

journalist, Al-Jazeera TV correspondent Shireen Abu Akleh, 51, and 

injured another journalist after targeting them with sniper fire when 

many journalists gathered to cover an invasion of Jenin refugee camp 

in the northern West Bank.  Update: Dozens of soldiers and police 

officers invaded the home of the slain journalist in Beit Hanina, north 

of occupied Jerusalem. The soldiers tried to intimidate the family and 

threatened to abduct them if Palestinian flags are raised at her funeral, 

but the Palestinians who gathered in the area managed to force the 

soldiers out of the property. The Palestinian Health Ministry has 

confirmed that Shireen was shot with a live round in the head while 

wearing her press vest and helmet when an Israeli army sharpshooter 

fired one round at her. The Ministry added that the soldiers first shot 

journalist Ali Sammoudi with a live round in the back, just as the 

journalists from various media agencies gathered in an open area in a 

clear line of sight from Israeli soldiers when the army committed its 

heinous crime. Sammoudi, who was shot in the back, said that he, 

Shireen, and several other journalists gathered near a UNRWA-run 

school near Jenin refugee camp and were all wearing press vests and 

helmets before the soldiers shot him in the back and then shot Shireen 

with a live round in the head. “The soldiers had a clear view of us. 

They knew we were journalists, yet, then deliberately targeted us with 

sniper fire,” Sammoudi said, “Nothing was happening there, no 

protests, no exchange of fire between the soldiers and the Palestinian 

fighters; they targeted us knowing we are all journalists – what they 

did was a crime and a deliberate attack.” Al-Jazeera TV issued a 

statement denouncing the deliberate targeting of reporters, the 

assassination of Shireen Abu Akleh, and the shooting of Ali 

Sammoudi. Al-Jazeera said Abu Akleh was assassinated and was not 

by accident and added that eyewitnesses and other journalists, 

including Shatha Hanaysha, who was standing next to Shireen, 

revealed that the army killed Shireen before its snipers also pinned 

down Hanaysha and several journalists. (IMEMC 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers killed a Palestinian teenage boy and injured another in 

the al-Biereh city, near Ramallah in the central West Bank. The 

Palestinian Health Ministry said the soldiers fatally shot Tha’er Khalil 

a-Yazouri, 16, in Jabal at-Tawil area in the al-Biereh city. It stated that 

https://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2F%3Fp%3D154721&t=Israeli%20Soldiers%20Injure%20A%20Palestinian%20Near%20Jerusalem&s=100&p%5burl%5d=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2F%3Fp%3D154721&p%5bimages%5d%5b0%5d=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F05%2F322-e1652273695978.jpg&p%5btitle%5d=Israeli%20Soldiers%20Injure%20A%20Palestinian%20Near%20Jerusalem
https://www.facebook.com/sharer.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2F%3Fp%3D154721&t=Israeli%20Soldiers%20Injure%20A%20Palestinian%20Near%20Jerusalem&s=100&p%5burl%5d=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2F%3Fp%3D154721&p%5bimages%5d%5b0%5d=https%3A%2F%2Fimemc.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F05%2F322-e1652273695978.jpg&p%5btitle%5d=Israeli%20Soldiers%20Injure%20A%20Palestinian%20Near%20Jerusalem
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the child, a student of the al-Hashimiyya School in al-Biereh, was shot 

with a live round in the heart and added that the soldiers shot another 

child, 17, with a live round in the leg. The soldiers also fired many live 

rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs at many 

schoolchildren after several army jeeps invaded the area. (IMEMC 11 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a Palestinian worker before abducting him and 

forty others in Faqqu’a village, east of Jenin, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Eyewitnesses said the soldiers chased dozens of 

workers near the illegal annexation wall and opened fire at them, 

wounding one before abducting him. They added that the soldiers also 

abducted forty other Palestinian workers for “trying to enter Israel 

without permits.” (IMEMC 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers and naval forces attacked, Thursday, Palestinian 

farmers, shepherds, and fishermen in several parts of the besieged 

Gaza Strip. The soldiers, stationed on military towers across the fence, 

east of the central Gaza Strip, fired many live rounds and gas bombs at 

Palestinian farmers and shepherds east of Deir al-Balah, the al-

Maghazi, and al-Boreij refugee camp. Also, Israeli navy ships fired 

many live rounds and several shells at Palestinian fishing boats a few 

nautical miles from the shore of Khan Younis, in the southern part of 

the coastal region. The attacks did not lead to casualties but forced the 

Palestinians to leave, fearing additional Israeli escalation. (IMEMC 12 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot, Wednesday evening, a young Palestinian man 

near Bab al-Qattanin, one of the gates of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, in the 

occupied capital, Jerusalem, in the West Bank. Media sources said the 

soldiers shot the young man before taking him away, adding that the 

extent of his injuries remains unknown. They added that the soldiers 

were extensively deployed in the Old City and closed all its gates, in 

addition to surrounding and isolating the Al-Aqsa Mosque, preventing 

the Palestinians from entering or leaving the holy site. In a very brief 

statement, the Israeli army claimed the soldiers shot the Palestinian 

after he “attempted to stab them.” The soldiers also assaulted and 

abducted a young man in the courtyards of the Al-Aqsa Mosque. 

(IMEMC 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers assaulted and injured a Palestinian worker near the 

Barta’a military roadblock, southwest of Jenin, in the northern part of 
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the occupied West Bank. The soldiers fired many live rounds at dozens 

of workers near the military roadblock and several areas near the 

Annexation Wall in Barta’a, Aneen, and Taybeh. The soldiers also 

stopped and constantly assaulted a Palestinian worker near Barta’a 

military roadblock, causing various wounds, before abducting him. 

(IMEMC 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted five Palestinians from occupied Jerusalem in 

the West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Jouret al-Ennab area in 

Jerusalem, searched homes, and abducted Mousa al-Farra and Bassel 

al-Abbassi. The soldiers also invaded the Be’er Ayyoub neighborhood 

in Silwan, south of the Al-Aqsa Mosque, before abducting Omran 

Khadour and Mohammad Burqan. In Bethlehem, an Israeli colonizer 

assaulted a Palestinian shepherd, Hashem Ali Rashayda, in the al-

Mintar area, northeast of the city, before shooting and killing his camel. 

(IMEMC 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian from Hebron city in the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. Media sources said several army jeeps 

invaded the Sheikh neighborhood in Hebron before storming and 

searching homes. They added that the soldiers abducted Mohammad 

Mahfouth and took him to a nearby military and interrogation center. 

The soldiers also invaded the al-Arroub refugee camp north of Hebron, 

searched several homes, and summoned for interrogation Ammar 

Mohammad Hamayed and Emad at-Teety. (IMEMC 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli police broke into the mourning house for Al-Jazeera journalist 

Shireen Abu Akleh, who was killed yesterday by Israeli gunfire in 

Jenin, in an attempt to take down Palestinian flags, according to local 

sources. The mourning house is held at al-Liqa church in Jerusalem’s 

Beit Hanina neighborhood. According to the Palestinian Prisoner’s 

Society, Israeli police imposed conditions on the funeral procession – 

scheduled for tomorrow - banning her family from raising the 

Palestinian flag or singing nationalist songs. Police earlier disrupted 

the Abu Akleh funeral procession when it was on its way to St. 

Joseph’s hospital in Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in East Jerusalem 

where the Abu Akleh body will be kept until the funeral is held 

tomorrow afternoon. Yesterday also police broke into the Abu Akleh 

house in Beit Hanina to take down Palestinian flags but were 

confronted by the hundreds of people who gathered at the house in 

sympathy with the family. (IMEMC 12 May 2022) 
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 Israeli police tonight opened fire on an unidentified Palestinian youth 

while he was present near al-Qatanin Gate, one of the gates leading to 

al-Aqsa mosque in Jerusalem, according to WAFA correspondent. The 

exact nature of the injury is still unknown until the moment. 

Concurrently, Israeli police heavily deployed its troops inside the Old 

City of Jerusalem and closed all gates leading to it, and doors to al-

Aqsa mosque. (IMEMC 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot two Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets 

and caused dozens, including several children, to sustain cuts and 

bruises and to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation during the 

weekly procession in Kufur Qaddoum town, east of Qalqilia, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. Morad Eshteiwi, the media 

spokesperson of the Popular Committee in Kufur Qaddoum, said the 

Palestinians marched carrying Palestinian flags and chanting for the 

liberation of Palestine.bThis week’s protests also marked the ethnic 

cleansing of Palestine during the Nakba of 1948, when Israel was 

established in the historic land of Palestine after depopulating and 

destroying hundreds of villages and towns. (IMEMC 13 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young Palestinian man near a military roadblock 

behind Beit El illegal colony and security center, north of the central 

West Bank city of Ramallah, allegedly after he hurled stones at a car of 

a colonizer. The army claimed the man hurled one stone at the car and 

tried to open one of its doors before the soldiers shot him. The army 

claimed the Palestinian also carried a knife; the wounded young man 

was later moved to an Israeli hospital after suffering a moderate injury. 

The army also fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades at many 

Palestinians to force them away. (IMEMC 13 May 2022) 

 The Israeli army withdrew from Jenin in the northern West Bank after 

detonating a Palestinian home, leading to protests and exchanges of 

fire with Palestinian resistance fighters. Many army vehicles invaded 

Jenin at dawn before surrounding a home for the local Dab’ey family. 

The army abducted Mahmoud Dab’ey, and his brother, Anas. The 

army then forced the family out before detonating the property after 

firing several shells at it. The invasion and the demolition led to 

massive protests in the city before the soldiers shot at least thirteen 

young men with live ammunition. Palestinian resistance fighters 

exchanged fire with the invading soldiers, wounding one officer from 

the Yamam brigades. The soldiers also invaded and ransacked many 

homes before occupying rooftops to use them as sniper posts. The 

Palestinian Health Ministry has confirmed that the soldiers shot at least 
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thirteen Palestinians with live fire, including two young men who 

suffered life-threatening wounds to the chest and abdomen. Five 

Palestinians suffered moderate wounds, and six others sustained mild-

to-moderate injuries. One of the wounded Palestinians in Daoud 

Zobeidi, the brother of Zakariya Zobeidi, who was one of six detainees 

who managed to escape from the heavily fortified Gilboa Israeli prison 

before they were captured a week later. It is worth mentioning that the 

soldiers abducted several Palestinians in various parts of the West 

Bank at dawn. (IMEMC 13 May 2022) 

 Israeli police attacked the funeral convoy of slain veteran Al Jazeera 

journalist as Palestinian mourners carried the journalist’s coffin on 

their way to the church. A sizable Israeli police force cordoned off Saint 

Joseph Hospital, where the body of Shireen Abu Akleh is kept, setting 

up barricades at the hospital entrances and along the roads where her 

funeral procession is pass, not allowing Palestinian vehicles or 

pedestrians to pass. Mounted police on horseback and scores of 

heavily-armed police afterward stormed the hospital premises and 

attacked dozens of mourners who were shouting slogans condemning 

the Israeli occupation and raising Palestinian flags. Police attacked 

with clubs the youth mourners insisting on carrying the coffin, draped 

in a Palestinian flag, on their shoulders to the Cathedral of the 

Annunciation of the Virgin in the Old City, where her funeral is set to 

take place, beating them mercilessly and showering them with skunk 

water before ultimately allowing a funeral vehicle to carry the coffin 

without being accompanied by the extraordinary number of mourners. 

Dozens of youths suffocated from tear gas inhalation, bruises, and 

fractures. Police also prevented young men from hanging up Abu 

Akleh’s picture along with banners condemning her killing at the 

external walls of the church. Thousands of mourners are attending the 

funeral service, before Abu Akleh is taken to the Mount Zion 

Cemetery, where she will be buried alongside her deceased parents in 

the next few hours. (IMEMC 13 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted, Thursday, four Palestinians and attacked 

protesters in several parts of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers 

abducted Yasser Mahmoud Briki, 30, from Nur Shams refugee camp, 

east of the northern West Bank city of Tulkarem, after stopping him at 

a sudden military roadblock at the Bal’a nearby junction. It is worth 

mentioning that the Palestinian was taken prisoner a day after Israeli 

soldiers abducted his father, Mahmoud, 63, and his brother 

Mohammad, 22, after invading their home in the refugee camp.  The 

soldiers also closed the Ennab military roadblock east of Tulkarem 

https://imemc.org/article/six-palestinian-detainees-escape-from-israeli-prison/
https://imemc.org/article/4-escaped-prisoners-captured-denied-lawyer-visit/
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before searching dozens of cars and interrogating scores of 

Palestinians. In Hebron, in the southern part of the West Bank, the 

soldiers abducted Islam Abdullah Tubasi, 25, while crossing a sudden 

military roadblock near Hebron, in the southern West Bank. 

Furthermore, the soldiers abducted Shehda Mousa Gheith, 19, from his 

home in the southern area of Hebron city. Also, protests took place 

when the soldiers invaded the Shallala Street in the center of Hebron 

city and fired gas bombs, concussion grenades, and rubber-coated steel 

bullets. In the occupied Palestinian capital, Jerusalem, in the West 

Bank, the soldiers attacked a young man near Bab al-Asbat in the Old 

City and abducted him. (IMEMC 13 May 202) 

 A Palestinian was shot and injured with a rubber-coated steel bullet, 

and others suffocate during clashes that broke out with Israeli forces in 

the town of Beita to the south of Nablus, according to Ahmad Jibril, 

director of the ambulance service with the Red Crescent in Nablus. He 

told WAFA that a Palestinian was struck with a rubber-coated steel 

bullet, and at least 20 people suffocated by tear gas fired at them by 

Israeli forces during clashes that broke out at Jabal Sbaih and the 

entrance to the town of Beita in Nablus. In Nablus’ town of Beit Dajan, 

Israeli forces attacked with tear gas a rally called for to defend 

Palestinian land threatened with confiscation, east of Beit Dajan, to 

make room for Israeli colonial settlement construction. (WAFA 13 May 

2022) 

 A Palestinian youth  sustained injuries from Israeli military gunfire at 

the northern entrance of the West Bank city of al-Bireh, according to 

security sources. They said that Israeli forces opened fire at the youth, 

who remained unidentified, injuring him purportedly for hurling a 

brick at an Israeli vehicle and attempting to open its door close to the 

city entrance. The youth was eventually detained and evacuated to an 

Israeli hospital. (WAFA 13 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers forced a Palestinian to demolish his home in Sur Baher 

town, southeast of occupied Jerusalem in the West Bank. The 

Palestinian, Faraj Dabash, said he had to begin demolishing his own 

home to avoid the high fines and fees if the city used its workers and 

equipment to destroy the property. Dabash added that he tried to 

obtain all needed construction permits and had to build his seventy 

square/meter property to shelter his family. The Palestinian, his wife, 

and their three children, all below the age of eleven, were rendered 

homeless. While Israel continues to build and expand its colonies, 

Palestinian communities, and towns, in occupied Jerusalem, and 

various areas in the occupied West Bank, continue to be denied the 
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right to build homes and property. Israel has been issuing dozens of 

demolition orders against existing Palestinian homes and property, 

including under-construction structures, and has already demolished 

many of them. (IMEMC 14 May 2022) 

 A 47-year-old Israeli soldier, identified as Noam Raz, was shot and 

killed by Palestinian fighters when the troops invaded the village of 

Burqin and Jenin refugee camp, in the Jenin District, in the northern 

West Bank. Raz died on the same day that a young Palestinian who 

was wounded by Israeli soldiers last month while praying during the 

Holy Month of Ramadan died of his wounds, and just two days after a 

world-famous Palestinian journalist, Shireen Abu Akleh, was shot 

execution-style by Israeli soldiers while standing with other journalists 

in front of a stone wall in Jenin.Shireen was shot with a live round in 

the head while wearing her press vest and helmet when an Israeli army 

sharpshooter fired one round at her. The Ministry added that the 

soldiers first shot journalist Ali Sammoudi with a live round in the 

back, just as the journalists from various media agencies gathered in an 

open area in a clear line of sight from Israeli soldiers when the army 

committed its heinous crime. Sammoudi, who was shot in the back, 

said that he, Shireen, and several other journalists gathered near a 

UNRWA-run school near Jenin refugee camp and were all wearing 

press vests and helmets before the soldiers shot him in the back and 

then shot Shireen with a live round in the head. Raz was part of a 

squadron of troops that attacked the family home of Mohammad al-

Dab’i in the village of Burqin in a pre-dawn raid. The soldiers besieged 

the home for hours, while Palestinian resistance fighters gathered 

inside to try to protect the home. Some of those inside the home 

eventually came outside with their hands raised and were taken by the 

soldiers, but Israeli forces continued the siege and began to open fire 

on those that remained inside, wounding eleven. During the invasion 

of the Palestinian village, the invading Israeli soldiers came under fire 

from Palestinian resistance fighters, one of whom apparently fired a 

bullet that hit Raz. Israeli soldiers shot 11 Palestinians during their 

assault on the village. One of the Palestinians who was shot and 

injured was identified as Daoud Zubeidi, brother of the famous 

Palestinian prisoner Zakaria Zubeidi, who was one of six prisoners 

who managed to escape from a high-security Israeli prison last year by 

digging a tunnel with spoons. The high-profile prison escape was a 

source of embarrassment for the Israeli government, which prides itself 

on its security measur s — arms and security equipment are Israel’s 

biggest export. After he was shot, Raz was taken to the Rambam 

https://imemc.org/article/israeli-soldiers-kill-veteran-palestinian-journalist-injure-another-in-jenin/
https://imemc.org/article/israeli-soldiers-kill-veteran-palestinian-journalist-injure-another-in-jenin/
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Hospital in Haifa with critical gunshot wounds, and later died of his 

wounds. Israeli troops also shot a Palestinian who allegedly threw a 

rock at a passing Israeli vehicle. (IMEMC 14 May 2022) 

 A young Palestinian man who was shot and seriously injured on April 

22nd after Israeli soldiers stormed the courtyard of the Al-Aqsa Mosque 

in occupied Jerusalem died from his wounds. The Palestinian, Walid 

Sharif, was seriously injured when the soldiers invaded Al-Aqsa on the 

third Friday of the holy Muslim month of Ramadan and assaulted 

hundreds of worshipers. Walid, from Beit Hanina north of Jerusalem, 

suffered a profoundly serious head injury near the al-Magharba Gate 

before the soldiers abducted and assaulted him. The soldiers dragged 

the wounded Palestinian out of the courtyards of Al-Aqsa Mosque. 

Then, they assaulted him despite his serious wounds before taking him 

to Hadassah Medical Center. Still, the army and the police were 

deployed there in the dozens and prevented the family from seeing 

him for several hours. His brother Abdul-Rahman, a medic in Al-Aqsa, 

said Walid suffered a skull fracture and Hemorrhage in the brain after 

the soldiers shot him with a rubber-coated steel bullet in the head from 

a very close range. He added that his brother remained in a coma after 

his brain was deprived of oxygen for at least twenty minutes. Walid 

also suffered a skull fracture and brain hemorrhage. At the time, the 

doctors at the Hadassah Israeli Medical Center in occupied Jerusalem 

said there is nothing more they can do for the young man and that he 

is in a coma in the intensive care unit. Although Walid was shot in the 

afternoon, the family could not see him until the early night hours. 

During the Israeli assault on the worshipers, the army injured 152 

Palestinians, including many women and children, especially after the 

army used drones to fire gas bombs at the worshipers in the Al-Aqsa 

compound. The Israeli army also abducted and detained more than 

five hundred Palestinians from the courtyard of Al-Aqsa. (IMEMC 14 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians during the weekly nonviolent 

procession in Sbeih Mountain and Beita town and Beit Dajan, south 

and east of the northern West Bank city of Nablus. Ahmad Jibril, the 

head of the Nablus office of the Palestinian Red Crescent Society 

(PRCS), said the soldiers shot one Palestinian with a rubber-coated 

steel bullet and causing at least twenty to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation in Sheih Mountain and the main entrance of Beita town, 

south of Nablus. In Beit Dajan, the soldiers attacked the nonviolent 

procession with gas bombs and concussion grenades after the 

https://imemc.org/article/israeli-army-injures-31-palestinians-two-seriously-in-al-aqsa/
https://imemc.org/article/israeli-army-injures-31-palestinians-two-seriously-in-al-aqsa/
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Palestinians held Friday prayers in front of two homes demolished by 

the army last Monday. (IMEMC 14 May 2022) 

 At least three Palestinian youth were injured  by Israeli forces’ rubber-

coated steel bullets during clashes that broke out in the village of Kafr 

Qaddoum to the east of Qalqilia, according to eyewitnesses. Sources 

told WAFA that clashes broke out following an Israeli military raid 

into the village of Kafr Qaddoum, during which forces fired rubber-

coated steel bullets, stun grenades, and tear gas canisters at the village 

residents, shooting and injuring at least three youth. Dozens of others 

suffocate due to tear gas inhalation. (WAFA 14 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Hares village, west of the 

central West Bank city of Salfit, after the army and many colonizers 

invaded it. Many  army jeeps accompanied colonialist settlers into the 

village on their way to an archeological site and closed many roads to 

Palestinian traffic and pedestrians. The invasion led to protests before 

the soldiers fired a barrage of gas bombs, causing many Palestinians to 

suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 A seriously wounded Palestinian man died from gunshot wounds he 

suffered after Israeli soldiers shot him two days ago during an invasion 

of the Jenin refugee camp in the northern part of the occupied West 

Bank. The Palestinian, Daoud Mohammad Zobeidi, 40, was shot with a 

live round in the abdomen before Palestinian medics provided him 

with the needed first aid and rushed him to Ibn Sian hospital in Jenin. 

He was later transferred to Rambam Israeli medical center in Haifa due 

to the seriousness of his condition, and Israelis immediately said he 

was now considered to be under arrest and would be interrogated if he 

survived his wounds. Daoud was in a life-threatening condition due to 

gunshot wounds to the abdomen. Daoud was seriously injured and 

was among twelve other Palestinians wounded during the Israeli 

refugee camp invasion, especially during protests and exchanges of fire 

that took place after the soldiers detonated one home. Following his 

injury, his family stated that Daoud underwent two surgeries at 

Rambam hospital and then was placed in the Intensive Care Unit 

hooked to reparatory machines but later succumbed to his wounds. 

(IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded a Palestinian home in the al-Minya village, east 

of Bethlehem in the West Bank, and attacked the family. Many Israeli 

army jeeps invaded the village before storming and ransacking the 

home of Sharif al-Froukh, and violently searched it, causing excessive 
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damage. The soldiers assaulted the Palestinian and his family, 

including the children, causing various injuries and anxiety attacks. 

The Israeli army withdrew from the village after attacking the family; 

there have been no reports of arrests or injuries. (IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a Palestinian man and his son in the at-

Tabban village in Masafer Yatta, south of Hebron, in the southern part 

of the occupied West Bank. The Israeli soldiers abducted Nasser 

Mahmoud Abi Obeid, 48, and his son Lu’ay, 24. The soldier stormed 

and violently searched the family home and assaulted many 

Palestinians in the village. The Israeli army has constantly been 

invading the small community, trying to demolish it and displace the 

families so that Israeli can build an illegal colony on the stolen and 

depopulated lands. In addition, the army installed roadblocks on the 

main entrances of Sa’ir and Halhoul towns and the eastern entrance of 

Hebron city before stopping and searching dozens of cars. (IMEMC 15 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded Salem village, east of the northern West 

Bank city of Nablus, leading to protests, and caused seven Palestinians 

to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities have informed the family of Hamza 

Aabed, 19, from Jenin in the northern part of the West Bank, was 

transferred to the Rambam Medical Center, hooked to respiratory 

machines due to the seriousness of his wounds. Hamza was shot by an 

Israeli army sharpshooter with a live round in the head, leading to 

Hemiplegia. A Palestinian ambulance was rushing the seriously 

wounded young man to a Palestinian medical center when the Israeli 

soldiers stopped the ambulance at the al-Jalama military roadblock and 

held it for three hours before the young man was moved to Rambam. 

Aabed was among many Palestinians shot by Israeli soldiers during 

massive invasions of Jenin, Jenin refugee camp, and several 

surrounding areas. (IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers escorted by police forces desecrated the Aqsa 

Mosque after Israeli temple mount groups recently incited their 

followers to storm the Islamic holy site en masse to mark what they 

called the second Passover. At least 109 settlers led by rabbis entered 

the Mosque through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards 

under police protection. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the 

settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount 

and a number of them provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. 
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Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates. During the presence of settlers inside the Mosque compound, 

entry restrictions are imposed on Muslim worshipers at the entrances 

leading to the Mosque and their IDs could be seized until they leave 

the holy place. (PALINFO 15 May 2022) 

 Three Palestinian young men were hit by rubber-coated metal bullets 

while dozens suffered from suffocation during confrontations with 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF) in the village of Kafr Qaddum, east of 

Qalqilya. The IOA stormed the village of Kafr Qaddoum triggering 

confrontations during which the soldiers fired gunshots, stun grenades 

and gas canisters, injuring three young men with metal bullets while 

dozens suffered from suffocation, including women.  (PALINFO 15 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli navy ships attacked several Palestinian fishing boats near 

the Rafah shore, in the southern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The 

navy fired many live rounds and gas bombs at the boats,  forcing the 

fishermen to leave. The navy also chased several fishing boats and 

used water cannons. The attacks caused damage but did not lead to 

casualties. (IMEMC 16 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured at least 45 Palestinians at the northern entrance 

of the al-Biereh city, north of Ramallah in the central West Bank. The 

soldiers attacked Palestinian protesters with live rounds, rubber-coated 

steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The soldiers shot 

seven Palestinians with live rounds before the medics rushed them to 

Ramallah hospital, in addition to thirteen who were shot with rubber-

coated steel bullets, one who suffered burns, and one who fell while 

the soldiers chased him. Twenty Palestinians suffered the effects of tear 

gas inhalation. The injuries took place when the army attacked 

hundreds of Palestinians, who nonviolent marched to commemorate 

the 74th anniversary of the Palestinian Nakba. (IMEMC 16 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army (IOA) attacked Palestinian fishermen and 

their boats off the northern coast of the besieged Gaza Strip. Israeli 

gunboats fired machine guns and tear gas canisters at fishing boats 

during their presence within a few nautical miles off the shore of as-

Sudaniya area in the north of Gaza City. No one was reportedly hurt in 

the attack, which forced the fishing boats to return ashore. (PALINFO 

16 May 2022) 
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 Several Israeli military vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded 

Palestinian farmlands east of Rafah city, in the southern parts of the 

Gaza Strip, and bulldozed several sections while firing live rounds. 

The military vehicles came from one of the perimeter fence’s gates, east 

of Rafah, and advanced dozens of meters into the Palestinian 

agricultural lands while firing live rounds and smoke bombs. The 

military bulldozers uprooted lands and installed sand hills near the 

fence before withdrawing. Palestinian farmers had to leave their lands 

when they saw the military vehicles invading them to avoid being 

targeted by the soldiers. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Beit Ummar town, north of 

Hebron city, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. Several 

Israeli army jeeps invaded the town before the soldiers stormed and 

ransacked many homes. The soldiers attacked many Palestinians while 

searching the homes and used military dogs in the invasions and 

searches, causing damage and anxiety attacks. Many Palestinians 

protested the invasion , the soldiers fired gas bombs and concussion 

grenades, causing dozens of residents to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. The soldiers also invaded Halhoul town, north of Hebron, 

searched homes, and abducted Ahmad Khaled ad-Douda, 28. (IMEMC 

17 May 2022) 

 Several Israeli military vehicles, including bulldozers, invaded 

Palestinian farmlands east of Rafah city, in the southern parts of the 

Gaza Strip, and bulldozed several sections while firing live rounds. 

The military vehicles came from one of the perimeter fence’s gates, east 

of Rafah, and advanced dozens of meters into the Palestinian 

agricultural lands while firing live rounds and smoke bombs. The 

military bulldozers uprooted lands and installed sand hills near the 

fence before withdrawing. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Beit Ummar town, north of 

Hebron city, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. Several 

Israeli army jeeps invaded the town before the soldiers stormed and 

ransacked many homes. The soldiers attacked many Palestinians while 

searching the homes and used military dogs in the invasions and 

searches, causing damage and anxiety attacks. Many Palestinians 

protested the invasion and hurled stones at the soldiers who fired gas 

bombs and concussion grenades, causing dozens of residents to suffer 

the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers also invaded Halhoul 
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town, north of Hebron, searched homes, and abducted Ahmad Khaled 

ad-Douda, 28. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot and seriously injured a Palestinian man, at the 

Huwwara military roadblock, south of the northern West Bank city of 

Nablus. The Palestinian, identified as Mohammad Ismael Abu Sabra, 

49, was shot by the soldiers near the roadblock before the soldiers 

sealed the area. A Palestinian ambulance rushed to the scene, but the 

soldiers refused to allow the medics through and kept the Palestinian 

bleeding on the ground until an Israeli ambulance arrived at the scene 

much later and took him away. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded several areas in Nablus, including the Old 

City and the al-Basha street, stormed and ransacked homes, and 

abducted Allam Ibrahim Ra’ey. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians after the army attacked 

the funeral procession and ceremony of a Palestinian who died from 

serious wounds he suffered after the army shot him in Al-Aqsa 

Mosque in occupied Jerusalem. The soldiers attacked the funeral 

procession of Walid Sharif, 24, who died of serious wounds he 

sustained on April 22nd after Israeli soldiers stormed the courtyard of 

the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. 71 Palestinians were injured 

.Thirteen wounded Palestinians were moderately injured. Most of the 

injured were shot in the upper body, including one who suffered an 

injury to his eye. One of the wounded, was shot in the face and is in 

critical condition. The soldiers attacked the Palestinians in Salahuddin 

Street, the Mujahidin graveyard, and several other areas. The soldiers 

used drones to fire gas bombs at the mourners and fired many rubber-

coated steel bullets and concussion grenades, especially when they 

entered the graveyard carrying the slain young man. The soldiers also 

attacked the Palestinian Red Crescent ambulance that was transporting 

the body of the slain Palestinian and fired rubber-coated teel bullets at 

it, shattering its windshield and some side windows. After the funeral 

ceremony, the soldiers assaulted dozens of Palestinians, cuffed, and 

blindfolded many, forcing them to sit on the ground of the graveyard, 

and abducted twenty-five. (IMEMC 17 May 2022) 

 Several Palestinian young men suffered from inhaling tear gas during 

clashes with the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) in different areas of 

Hebron. The IOF intensively fired stun grenades and tear gas canisters 

at school students in al-Arroub refugee camp in northern al-Khalil after 
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they staged a march in memory of a slain classmate who was shot dead 

by Israeli soldiers last year. Violent clashes broke out in different 

streets after the IOF attacked the march, fired live ammunition and 

raided a number of homes in the camp. Similar clashes between local 

youths and the IOF also took place near the Ibrahimi Mosque in al-

Khalil City, during which Israeli soldiers deliberately showered 

Palestinian homes with stun grenades and tear gas canisters. 

Meanwhile, the IOF stormed other areas of Hebron, including Ein Arab 

area where some young men were handed summonses for 

interrogation from the Shin Bet intelligence service. 13 young men 

suffered from their exposure to tear gas and received on-site assistance 

from paramedics during the events in al-Khalil. (PALINFO 17 May 

2022) 

 Israeli navy ship attacked Palestinian fishing boats in two areas near 

the shore of Gaza city, in the besieged coastal region. The navy ships 

fired many live rounds at the fishing boats and used water cannons in 

Palestinian waters in the al-Waha and as-Sudaniyya area, northwest of 

Gaza city. The attack did not lead to casualties but forced the fishermen 

to leave without being able to fish to provide for their families. 

(IMEMC 18 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man and closed reads 

near Salfit in the northwestern West Bank. Several army jeeps invaded 

Rafat village west of Salfit, searched homes, and abducted a young 

man, Odai Radwan Ayyash. The soldiers also closed the iron gate on 

the road leading to Hares and Kifl Hares towns, preventing the 

Palestinians from crossing. The soldiers also stopped and searched cars 

and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. 

(IMEMC 18 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many gas bombs and concussion grenades at 

dozens of workers near the gates of the illegal Annexation Wall near 

Taybeh and Aneen village, west of the northern West Bank city of 

Jenin, wounding scores of Palestinians. Dozens of soldiers chased the 

Palestinian workers while trying to return to their homes through the 

various gates of the Wall and attacked dozens who were trying to cross 

on their way to their work. The soldiers fired a barrage of gas bombs 

and many concussion grenades at the Palestinian workers causing 

dozens to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers, 

deployed around Aneen and Taybeh villages, also fired gas bombs at 
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the Palestinians and their homes, causing many injuries. (IMEMC 18 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians, especially 

schoolchildren, near the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron city, the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers attacked many 

Palestinians, especially schoolchildren, at the Abu ar-Reesh military 

roadblock on the southern entrance of Hebron, and the Ibrahimi 

Mosque, leading to protests. The soldiers fired a barrage of gas bombs 

and concussion grenades at the Palestinians, causing dozens to suffer 

the effects of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and bruises. The soldiers also 

fired many gas bombs at home in the southern area of Hebron, 

smashing windows and causing families to suffer the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. (IMEMC 18 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) fired gunshots inside a Palestinian 

secondary school for girls in the southern Nablus village of Duma.  The 

IOF soldiers fired live bullets in the school’s yard. The girl students at 

the Akram Hallum school were terrified. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation army attacked Palestinian fishermen and their 

boats off the northern coast of the beleaguered Gaza Strip. Israeli 

gunboats fired machine guns and water cannons at fishing boats and 

tried to sink them during their presence within a few nautical miles off 

the northern shores of as-Sudaniya and al-Waha areas in the north of 

Gaza City. No one was reportedly hurt in the attacks, which forced the 

fishermen to return ashore. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) removed Palestinian flags in 

Hawara, south of Nablus, in the north of the West Bank. The IOF 

soldiers stormed the town and removed Palestinian flags set up on the 

light poles in the main street. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 An Israeli settler removed a Palestinian flag set up in  Hawara, south of 

Nablus, in the north of the West Bank.  

 Local Palestinians responded by raising the Palestinian flags on the 

light poles in the main street. Later in the evening, a group of settlers 

stormed the area, under military protection, to remove the flags to be 

once again raised by the locals. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked Palestinian farmers and 

their fields in the central area of the besieged Gaza Strip. The IOF 

launched a gunfire and teargas attack on farmers and their swaths of 

land in the east of Deir al-Balah in central Gaza. No one was reportedly 

hurt in the IOF attack, which forced the farmers to leave the targeted 

area. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 
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 Dozens of students from Palestine Technical University "Khadouri" in 

Tulkarem suffered breathing problems after inhaling tear gas fired by 

the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) after storming the university 

campus.  The IOF stormed the university campus, chased the students, 

and fired tear gas and sound bombs at them, as a result, dozens of 

them suffered breathing problems while one of the teargas canisters 

started fire in a tree. Clashes erupted earlier between young men and 

the IOF soldiers, west of Tulkarem, but no injuries were reported. 

(PALINFO 19 May 2022). 

 Dozens of Palestinians suffered from teargas inhalation as clashes 

broke out in Balaa and Kafr al-Labad towns, east of Tulkarem, after 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF) stormed the town triggering the clashes 

that lasted for several hours. (PALINFO 19 May 2022). 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians during a nonviolent 

procession against the Israeli colonialist activities in Masafer Yatta, 

south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. 

Dozens of Palestinians, accompanied by international peace activists, 

gathered on Palestinian lands near the Tiwani village. The locals 

performed noon prayers on their lands before marching while chanting 

against the ongoing illegal annexation and colonialist policies. The 

soldiers attacked them with gas bombs and concussion grenades, 

causing dozens of injuries, and attempted to abduct some of them. 

(IMEMC 20 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the al-Arroub refugee camp north of 

Hebron and handed Ehab at-Teety, an order for the demolition of a 

room on his land. (IMEMC 20 May 2022) 

 Five Palestinians were wounded by rubber-coated metal bullets and 

dozens suffered breathing problems after the IOF soldiers attacked 

protesters in Beita village who condemned the killing of Abu Akleh 

(the Al Jazeera correspondent) and raised her pictures. (PALINFO 20 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli Occupation Forces (IOA) attacked Palestinian protestors 

who condemned the Israeli decision to declare 14 Masafer Yatta 

communities and villages “firing zones” aiming at the forcible 

expulsion of Palestinian citizens from the Masafer Yatta communities, 

south of the West Bank city of al-Khalil. (PALINFO 20 May 2022) 
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 A fire broke out in Palestinian-owned lands in the Kafr Qaddoum 

village east of Qalqilya after Israeli Occupation soldiers fired stun 

grenades and teargas bombs in the village. (PALINFO 20 May 2022) 

 Israeli navy forces opened fire at Palestinian fishermen and their boats 

off the northern coast of the beleaguered Gaza Strip. Israeli gunboats 

fired machine guns at the fishing boats sailing within a few nautical 

miles off the northwestern shores of Gaza. No casualties were reported 

during the attack, which forced the fishermen to return ashore. 

(PALINFO 20 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds at Palestinian farmers, 

shepherds, and fishermen in several parts of the besieged Gaza Strip. 

The soldiers, stationed on military towers across the perimeter fence 

east of Gaza city, fired dozens of live rounds and gas bombs at the 

farmers and their lands in the at-Taqa area, east of Rafah, forcing the 

Palestinians to leave their lands. The soldiers also fired many live 

rounds at Palestinian shepherds and their livestock east of the al-

Qarara town, northeast of Khan Younis, forcing them to leave in the 

southern part of the coastal region. In addition, Israeli navy ships fired 

live rounds at several fishing boats near the Rafah shore, in the 

southern part of the Gaza Strip.(IMEMC 21 May 2022)  

 Israeli soldiers killed a teenage boy and seriously injured another 

Palestinian after the army invaded the Jenin refugee camp in the 

northern West Bank governorate of Jenin, leading to protests. The 

identity of the slain teen as Amjad Waleed al-Fayed, 17. The soldiers 

shot the teen with nearly eleven live rounds in the upper body. The 

army also shot and seriously injured another Palestinian, eighteen 

years of age. (IMEMC 21 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds at Palestinian farmers, 

shepherds, and fishermen in several parts of the besieged Gaza Strip. 

The soldiers, stationed on military towers across the perimeter fence 

east of Gaza city, fired dozens of live rounds and gas bombs at the 

farmers and their lands in the at-Taqa area, east of Rafah, forcing the 

Palestinians to leave their lands. The soldiers also fired many live 

rounds at Palestinian shepherds and their livestock east of the al-

Qarara town, northeast of Khan Younis, forcing them to leave in the 

southern part of the coastal region. In addition, Israeli navy ships fired 

live rounds at several fishing boats near the Rafah shore, in the 

southern part of the Gaza Strip. (IMEMC 21 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Kufur Qaddoum town, 

east of the northern West Bank city of Qalqilia. The Palestinians 

marched in the weekly procession carrying Palestinian flags and 

calling for unity among the Palestinians and their factions. The soldiers 

attacked the nonviolent procession with rubber-coated steel bullets, gas 

bombs, and concussion grenades. Four Palestinians were shot with 

rubber-coated steel bullets, and many suffered the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. The Israeli gas bombs and concussion grenades also led to a 

fire in an olive orchard before the locals managed to extinguish it. 

(IMEMC 21 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured at least six Palestinians, including two women, 

and caused many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation after the 

army invaded the al-Mazra’a al-Gharbiyya village, northwest of the 

central West Bank city of Ramallah. Several army jeeps invaded the 

village, leading to protests before the soldiers shot three Palestinians 

with live fire, one with a rubber-coated steel bullet, and caused many 

others to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. Also, a young man 

and a young woman were also injured when military jeeps rammed 

them during protests that took place after the army invaded the village. 

The woman was driving her car when a speeding jeep rammed her car 

during the ensuing protests. The invasion into the village was 

conducted from the direction of the Haresha colony, built on stolen 

Palestinian lands in the Jabal ad-Deir area. (IMEMC 21 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians in Huwwara town, south of 

the northern West Bank city of Nablus. After an Israeli colonizer 

rammed him with his car, a Palestinian child was also injured. Many 

army jeeps invaded the central area of Huwwara. The soldiers chased 

and attacked several Palestinians while raising Palestinian flags on 

poles and budlings, leading to protests before the army fired gas 

bombs and concussion grenades. Dozens of Palestinians suffered the 

effects of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and bruises. (IMEMC 21 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) used a 16-year-old Palestinian girl 

as a human shield in front of a military vehicle during a raid in the 

West Bank city of Jenin last week. Israeli soldiers forced Ahed 

Mohammad Rida Mereb, 16, to stand in front of an Israeli military 

vehicle on May 13 around 8 a.m. in the Al Hadaf neighborhood of 

Jenin as Palestinian were protesting against the invasion of the Israeli 

forces. Israeli forces ordered Ahed to stand outside the military vehicle 

for around two hours while they sat inside. (PALINFO 21 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds and gas bombs at Palestinian 

farmers on their lands east of Gaza city. The soldiers, stationed across 

the perimeter fence, fired many live rounds and gas bombs at the 

farmers and their lands east of the Sheja’eyya neighborhood, east of 

Gaza city. The attacks forced the farmers to leave their lands, fearing 

further escalation by the military. (IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians east of Beit Hanoun, in the 

northern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The soldiers fired a barrage of 

high-velocity gas bombs at dozens of Palestinians while working on 

their agricultural lands east of Beit Hanoun. Many Palestinians 

suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young Palestinian man in the Al-Khader town, 

south of Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank. Many army jeeps 

invaded the town, especially the at-Tal area in the Old City. Many 

youngsters hurled stones at the invading vehicles before the soldiers 

fired several live rounds, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. A 

young man was shot with a live round in the leg. (IMEMC 22 May 

2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli military jeeps invaded four villages west of Jenin in 

the northern West Bank city of Jenin. The soldiers invaded Rommana, 

Taybeh, Aneen, and Zabbouba and drove into various neighborhoods 

before initiating violent searches of homes and buildings. The soldiers 

also fired many concussion grenades and flares during the invasion of 

Aneen village. Furthermore, dozens of soldiers were deployed around 

the villages of al-Jalama and Arrana northeast of Jenin, and Ya’bad 

town, west of Jenin and installed many roadblocks. (IMEMC 22 May 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians east of Beit Hanoun, in the 

northern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The soldiers fired a barrage of 

high-velocity gas bombs at dozens of Palestinians while working on 

their agricultural lands east of Beit Hanoun. Many Palestinians 

suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 An Israeli colonizer shot a young Palestinian man in the Sheikh Jarrah 

neighborhood in the occupied Palestinian capital Jerusalem, in the 

West Bank. Six colonizers attacked and shot the young man, 

Mohammad Eshty, when he rushed to his grandmother’s home after 

they invaded it in Sheikh Jarrah. Mohammad was shot with a live 
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round in the abdomen. Dozens of soldiers and police officers invaded 

the area and set up roadblocks before trying to remove the Palestinians 

and prevent them from gathering. (IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 Seven Palestinians were injured during a raid by Israeli occupation 

forces (IOF) in Jifna village north of the West Bank city of Ramallah. 

The IOF soldiers stormed the village and fired rubber coated metal 

bullets and teargas bombs at young men, wounding seven of them 

with rubber-coated bullets in the lower limbs, and causing breathing 

problems to others.  (PALINFO 22 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked Palestinian farmers in the 

east of Gaza City, with no reported casualties. Israeli soldiers fired 

machine guns and tear gas canisters at farmers in the east of Shuja'iya 

neighborhood. Luckily, all the farmers escaped unhurt from the area. 

(PALINFO 22 May 2022) 

 In Ramallah, in the central West Bank, the Israeli soldiers invaded Ras 

Karkar village, west of the city, leading to protests, and fired many live 

rounds, gas bombs, and rubber-coated steel bullets. The soldiers shot 

Khaled Lutfi Samhan, 15, with a live round in the leg at the main 

entrance of Ras Karkar, causing a moderate injury before abducting 

him. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 In Jenin, in the northern West Bank, the Israeli soldiers invaded the 

Zababda town, south of the city, leading to protests, before shooting a 

young man with a rubber-coated steel bullet. The army also caused 

many Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 

23 May 2022) 

 In Hebron, in the southern part of the West Bank, the Israeli soldiers 

attacked a nonviolent procession in the city’s center and assaulted 

many Palestinians, including journalists. The Palestinians protested the 

escalating Israeli attacks on holy sites, especially Al-Aqsa Mosque in 

Jerusalem and the Ibrahimi Mosque in Hebron city. The soldiers also 

abducted a young man, Saed Seder, and confiscated a Palestinian flag, 

in addition to assaulting a young Palestinian-American woman in 

Hebron’s Old City after forcing her to leave the area of the Ibrahimi 

Mosque. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 
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 Undercover Israeli soldiers kidnapped Human Farhi Khazem, 27, from 

Jenin refugee camp, in the northern West Bank, after ambushing him 

near Nablus city while heading back home. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 In Husan town, west of Bethlehem, the Israeli soldiers caused many 

Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation during protests 

that took place after several army jeeps invaded it and fired gas bombs 

and concussion grenades. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) advanced south of Gaza Strip while 

firing teargas canisters at Palestinian farmers as drones were seen 

flying over the area. More than ten Israeli military vehicles and 

bulldozers advanced into east of the town of Khuza'a, to the east of 

Khan Yunis, in the southern Gaza Strip.  The IOF bulldozers began 

razing and leveling works near the security fence east of the town. The 

incursion was preceded by IOF firing of teargas bombs at farmers in 

the area, forcing them to leave their farmlands. (PALINFO 23 May 

2022) 

 A Palestinian young man was injured by Israeli occupation forces (IOF) 

gunfire in the West Bank city of Hebron. The young man was injured 

in the foot after IOF soldiers fired live bullets at him in the al-Shallalah 

street in al-Khalil. (PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Eight Palestinians were wounded in a settlers’ attack on Burqa village 

northwest of the West Bank city of Nablus.  The Palestinian civilians 

were wounded while trying to confront the Jewish settlers’ raid on 

Burqa village. (PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian young man was injured during armed clashes between 

resistance fighters and the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) in Jenin 

refugee camp. Heavy gunfire was heard in al-Hadaf neighborhood 

after the IOF stormed the western area of the camp. One young man 

was injured by live ammunition when the IOF clashed with local 

youths and resistance fighters in the area. The IOF assaulted and 

detained a young man called Iyad al-Tubasi after encircling his house 

and demanding him to turn himself in, but later they released him and 

took his uncle prisoner. The IOF kidnaped Tubasi’s uncle after 

encircling his car and beating him outside the house. (PALINFO 24 

May 2022)  

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) kidnaped eight school students as 

they were walking back to their homes in Silwad town, east of 

Ramallah. Israeli soldiers intercepted and rounded up the students 
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(aged between 14 and 16) after they left the Silwad High School. 

(PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured eight Palestinians and abducted one, during 

protests that took place after Israeli colonizers invaded Burqa village, 

northwest of Nablus, in the northern West Bank. The soldiers also 

injured seven Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets and caused 

several others to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers 

also assaulted a young man, Rayyan Ma’moun Abu Omar, and 

abducted him. (IMEMC 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers killed a child and injured at least seventy-five 

Palestinians during protests that took place after dozens of soldiers 

invaded Nablus in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

child, Gheith Rafiq Yameen, 16, was rushed to Rafidia hospital in 

Nablus, suffering a serious headshot wound. Gheith was instantly 

rushed to surgery but succumbed to his serious wounds. (IMEMC 24 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young man and assaulted many journalists 

and residents during a nonviolent procession against the escalating 

Israeli violations in and around the Ibrahimi Mosque, in Hebron city, 

in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. The Palestinians 

nonviolent marched towards the Ibrahimi Mosque in the center of 

Hebron city while carrying Palestinian flags and calling for ending the 

escalating Israeli violations. The soldiers assaulted the nonviolent 

protesters when they reached the gates of the holy site and abducted a 

young man after constantly clubbing him. The soldiers later released 

the young man who was hospitalized due to various lacerations and 

bruises. The soldiers also attacked many journalists to prevent them 

from documenting the unfolding events and prevented the Palestinians 

from entering the holy site to pray. The procession was held after the 

Israeli army destroyed and cut the stairs of the historic holy site in 

preparation for installing an elevator for the Israeli colonizers. (IMEMC 

24 May 2022) 

 In Ramallah, in the central West Bank, the Israeli soldiers invaded Ras 

Karkar village, west of the city, leading to protests, and fired many live 

rounds, gas bombs, and rubber-coated steel bullets. The soldiers shot 

Khaled Lutfi Samhan, 15, with a live round in the leg at the main 

entrance of Ras Karkar, causing a moderate injury before abducting 

him. (IMEMC 24 May 2022) 
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 In Jenin, in the northern West Bank, the soldiers invaded the Zababda 

town, south of the city, leading to protests, before shooting a young 

man with a rubber-coated steel bullet. The army also caused many 

Palestinians to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 24 May 

2022) 

 In Hebron, in the southern part of the West Bank, the soldiers attacked 

a nonviolent procession in the city’s center and assaulted many 

Palestinians, including journalists. (IMEMC 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians during protests that took 

place after the soldiers invaded Faqqu’a village, west of Jenin, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. Several army jeeps invaded 

the village, leading to protests before the soldiers fired many live 

rounds, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. Many Palestinians 

suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation and received the needed 

treatment. The Israeli gas bombs also caused fires in Palestinian 

farmlands near the illegal Annexation Wall. (IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded the villages of Taybeh, Aneen, and Toura 

and initiated extensive military searches. The army recently started 

military training near Ya’bad and Aneen and deployed a dozen heavy 

military vehicles, including tanks and armored bulldozers, and boosted 

its deployment around various villages and towns. (IMEMC 25 May 

2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked many Palestinian-fishing boats with live fire 

gas bombs and flares near the Rafah shore, in the southern part of the 

besieged Gaza Strip. The navy attacked the boats, less than three 

nautical miles from the Rafah shore, and chased them while also using 

water cannon to force them to leave. The attack took place near the 

western area of Rafah shore and targeted several fishing boats. 

(IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured eight Palestinians and abducted one, during 

protests that took place after colonizers invaded Burqa village, 

northwest of Nablus, in the northern West Bank. Two Palestinians 

were injured due to gunshot wounds. The soldiers also injured seven 

Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets and caused several others 

to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The soldiers also assaulted a 

young man, Rayyan Ma’moun Abu Omar, and abducted him. (IMEMC 

25 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers killed a child and injured at least seventy-five 

Palestinians during protests that took place after dozens of soldiers 

invaded Nablus in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

child, Gheith Rafiq Yameen, 16, suffered a serious headshot wound 

and succumbed to his serious wounds. (IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 Israeli gunboats opened machinegun fire at Palestinian fishermen 

while working off the northern Gaza Strip coast. The soldiers aboard 

the gunboats fired live bullets and teargas canisters at the Palestinian 

fishermen working off al-Sudaniya and Beit Lahia in northern Gaza 

forcing them to return ashore. (PALINFO 25 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers chased and injured many Palestinian workers near the 

military roadblocks and the gates of the illegal Annexation Wall in 

several parts of Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. 

The soldiers invaded the villages and towns of Fuqua, Aneen, Taybeh, 

and Tura, especially in areas near the illegal Annexation Wall and its 

gates. The soldiers chased many workers and fired live rounds and gas 

bombs, causing many to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. 

(IMEMC 26 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds, high-velocity gas bombs, and 

concussion grenades at Palestinian farmers on their lands east of Khan 

Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. The soldiers, stationed 

on military towers across the perimeter fence, fired many live rounds, 

gas bombs, and concussion grenades at the farmers and their land east 

of Khuza’a town, east of Khan Younis. The  attacks did not lead to 

casualties but forced the farmers to leave their lands, fearing further 

Israeli violations. It is worth mentioning that the soldiers also fired 

round rounds into Palestinian lands east of Gaza’s Central District. 

(IMEMC 26 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young man and caused dozens of Palestinians, 

including a family of nine, to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in 

Huwwara town, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied 

West bank. The soldiers invaded Huwwara, leading to protests, and 

attacked the Palestinians with a barrage of live rounds and gas bombs. 

One Palestinian suffered an injury to his elbow due to fragments of live 

rounds fired by the soldiers. The army fired many gas bombs at 

random, some hitting homes, causing a family of nine, including 

children, to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. The protests 

occurred in Huwwara after many Israeli colonizers invaded it and 
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conducted a provocative march, carrying Israeli flags and chanting 

against the Palestinians before the soldiers invaded the town and 

attacked the residents. (IMEMC 26 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers installed a roadblock at the main entrance of Doura 

town, south of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank, 

and detained a young man after stopping his car at a sudden military 

roadblock. The soldiers are constantly deployed in the area, especially 

in the military town at the entrance of Doura and al-Fawwar refugee 

camp, and frequently install roadblocks before stopping and searching 

dozens of cars, before interrogating and detaining many Palestinians. 

(IMEMC 26 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a Palestinian child in Jayyous town, east of 

Qalqilia, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. Several army 

jeeps invaded the town, leading to protests before the soldiers fired live 

rounds, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. The soldiers shot a 

child, sixteen years of age, with a live round in the leg suffering 

moderate-but-stable wounds. The soldiers also closed several roads in 

the town, prevented the Palestinians from crossing, and installed 

several roadblocks in some areas in the Qalqilia governorate. (IMEMC 

26 May 2022) 

 Palestinian young man was shot by Israeli gunfire as clashes broke out 

in Hawara town, south of Nablus. The young man suffered gunshot 

injuries in his foot, while another Palestinian sustained shrapnel injury 

during the confrontations. 51 teargas injuries were also reported in 

Hawara clashes. The clashes erupted when a group of Jewish settlers 

stormed the town and raised the Israeli flags in total provocation to 

local residents. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Clashes broke out in Jayyous town, east of Qalqilya. A 16-year-old boy 

suffered foot injuries sustained by Israeli occupation forces' live fire. 

(PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Two Palestinians were detained after being brutally beaten by police 

forces near al-Amoud Gate in Occupied Jerusalem. A guard of al-Aqsa 

Mosque was among the two detainees. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation authority’s (IOA) intelligence apparatus has 

summoned dozens of Palestinian activists and served them notices to 

stay away from the Al-Aqsa Mosque for ten days. The IOA carried out 

a campaign of arrests that included about 100 young men and activists 

from Jerusalem and Umm al-Fahm (in 1948 occupied Palestine), and 

handed them orders to stay away from Al-Aqsa in an attempt to secure 

the Israeli settlers’ march of flags scheduled for next Sunday. The 
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Israeli right-wing incitement campaigns will not deter them from 

fulfilling their duty in defending the holy Islamic site. The IOA fears 

the possibility of confrontations, on the anniversary of the occupation 

of East Jerusalem, or what they call the “Unification of Jerusalem,” 

which falls on May 29. The IOA raised the state of alert in the city of 

Jerusalem in anticipation of protests against the “March of Flags” next 

Sunday. The alleged temple groups called for a mass storming of Al-

Aqsa Mosque; celebrating the anniversary of the occupation of East 

Jerusalem, raising the Israeli flags in its courtyards, and performing 

Talmudic rituals. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Three Palestinian citizens were injured in an attack by Jewish settlers 

on the town of Burqa in northwestern Nablus. A group of settlers 

threw stones at houses and cars at the outskirts of Burqa town. Tension 

was still running high in the area due to the presence of groups of 

settlers who are roaming the area under the protection of Israeli 

occupation forces. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Israeli forces invaded the towns of Hawara and Beita, south of Nablus, 

Burqa in the north, and Beit Dajan in the east. At least 28 civilians were 

wounded by live and rubber-coated steel bullets fired by Israeli forces. 

Two of these injuries were young men who were hospitalized with live 

bullet wounds – one in the abdomen and one in the leg. Nine 

Palestinians were hospitalized with severe injuries resulting from 

rubber-coated steel bullets. Two Palestinian civilians were hospitalized 

from severe tear gas inhalation. In addition, 164 Palestinian civilians 

suffered tear gas inhalation in the towns of Beita, Hawara, Burqa and 

Beit Dajan. (IMEMC 27 May 2022) 

 In the town of Beit Dajan alone, two Palestinians suffered severe 

injuries from rubber-coated metal bullets fired by Israeli forces, another 

Palestinian civilian was treated for burns due to being hit by a gas 

bomb, and 21 Palestinians were treated for tear gas inhalation. 

(IMEMC 27 May 2022) 

 In the town of Huwwara, one young man was wounded by live bullets 

in the abdomen and another was wounded by a sound bomb that 

broke his leg. Two civilians suffered severe tear gas inhalation 

symptoms, and 9 were injured by rubber-coated metal bullets. In 

Hawara, 46 civilians suffered gas inhalation. (IMEMC 27 May 2022) 

 In the town of Beita in Nablus Governorate, 5 rubber-coated metal 

bullet injuries were reported – including one international supporter 

who was injured, along with 4 Palestinians. 36 Palestinians suffered 
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from tear gas inhalation, and 6 were burned when they were hit 

directly with tear gas canisters or concussion  grenades. (IMEMC 27 

May 2022) 

 In Burqa village in Nablus GTovernorate, 10 civilians were wounded 

by rubber-coated metal bullets, one was injured by bullet fragments, 

and 51 suffered from tear gas inhalation. The Israeli forces attacked the 

Palestinians while they were engaged in non-violent marches 

following Friday prayers, as they do each Friday afternoon. The 

Palestinians were protesting the Israeli annexation of Palestinian land 

by force. (IMEMC 27 May 2022)  

 Armed clashes broke out in Jenin refugee camp after Israeli occupation 

forces (IOF) stormed the camp amid heavy firing of live bullets. The 

IOF soldiers stormed Jenin camp in large numbers, which led to the 

outbreak of armed clashes. (PALINFO 27 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) opened machinegun fire toward 

east of Rafah, in the southern Gaza Strip. Israeli forces stationed along 

Gaza borders reportedly opened heavy live fire and teargas and flare 

bombs at Palestinian agricultural lands. (PALINFO 27 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers were injured dozens of Palestinians, and caused many 

others to suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation in Kufur Qaddoum 

town, east of the northern West Bank city of Qalqilia. The soldiers 

invaded the village, leading to protests, before shooting four young 

men with rubber-coated steel bullets. At least nineteen Palestinians 

suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked several Palestinian fishing boats near the 

shore in the northern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The navy ships 

fired many live rounds and gas bombs at the Palestinian fishing boats 

near the shore of the Sudaniyya Sea and Beit Lahia in the northern part 

of the Gaza Strip. The attacks did not lead to casualties but forced the 

Palestinians to leave without being able to fish to provide for their 

families. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 Israeli troops attacked the weekly non-violent protest in the village of 

Kufur Qaddoum, in the central West Bank, wounding four young 

Palestinians with rubber-coated steel bullets. Dozens more suffered 

from the effects of tear gas inhalation, when Israeli forces charged the 

peaceful protest and began attacking the demonstrators with tear gas, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, concussion grenades, and other less-lethal 

munitions. The protesters challenged the Israeli takeover of land that is 

owned by local Palestinian families. When the Israeli army invaded the 

village, confrontations broke out between local youth and the invading 
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Israeli soldiers. The soldiers fired a heavy barrage of metal bullets and 

tear gas canisters, causing 4 injuries and dozens of cases of tear gas 

inhalation, all of whom were treated in the field. A group of Israeli 

ettlers accompanied the invading soldiers, and while the soldiers were 

attacking the protesters, the settlers went around town removing 

Palestinian flags raised by activists on a mountain overlooking the 

Israeli settlement of Qadumim. The soldiers then provided cover for 

the settlers to escape the town and the wrath of the villagers. (IMEMC 

28 May 2022) 

 Hours after the Israeli army killed a Palestinian child in the Al-Khader 

town, south of Bethlehem in the occupied West Bank, Israeli soldiers 

shot at least four Palestinian and caused dozens to suffer the effects of 

tear gas inhalation. The army invaded the at-Tal area in the Old City of 

Al-Khader, leading to protests before the soldiers attacked the 

Palestinians with live fire, rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs. 

The soldiers shot a young man with a live round in the leg and three 

with rubber-coated steel bullets. Many Palestinians suffered the effects 

of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and bruises. The invasion into the town 

came just hours after Israeli soldiers killed a Palestinian child, Zeid 

Mohammad Ghneim, 16, after shooting him with three live rounds in 

the chest. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 Israeli troops shot and killed a Palestinian child while invading the 

town of Al-Khader, south of Bethlehem. The child, Zaid Mohammad 

Ghneim, 15 years old, was shot by Israeli forces with three bullets in 

his chest and back. When the Israeli troops invaded the “Umm Rokba” 

area in the town of Al-Khader, south of Bethlehem, they were met by 

local youth to try to get them to leave their village. Israeli troops 

responded with lethal force, shooting live ammunition at the children 

and teens, killing one, and wounding several others. The killing of the 

15-year-old child comes in the midst of an escalation of violence by 

Israeli forces, who have been invading Palestinian areas on a daily 

basis and firing live ammunition at unarmed Palestinians during their 

invasions. Zaid was a ninth-grade student at Saeed Al-Aas Boys School 

in Bethlehem. He was the second student from that school to have been 

killed by Israeli forces in the past two months. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 Violent clashes erupted in al-Khader town in Bethlehem in protest 

against the killing of a local minor by Israeli gunfire. At least a gunshot 

injury and dozens of teargas suffocation cases were reported during 

the clashes. (PALINFO 28 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers injured many Palestinians, one seriously, during 

protests that took place after the army invaded the Deheishe refugee 

camp, south of Bethlehem in the occupied West Bank. Dozens of 

soldiers invaded the refugee camp and fired many live rounds, gas 

bombs, concussion grenades, and rubber-coated steel bullets at 

Palestinian youngsters who protested the invasion. The soldiers shot a 

teenage boy with a live round in the chest, causing a life-threatening 

injury. The soldiers also shot two young men with live rounds in the 

legs and caused many Palestinians, including those in their homes, to 

suffer the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 29 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers invaded and ransacked many homes and buildings 

across the occupied West Bank and abducted six Palestinians. The 

abducted are: Yahia Mohammad Barghouthi, a student of Birzeit 

University in Birzeit – Ramallah. Mojahed Wajdi Barghouthi, former 

political prisoner, Ramallah. Ahmad Omran Ashout, Ramallah. 

Bahauddin Nasser Aqel, from the al-Arroub refugee camp, Hebron. 

Bara’ al-Hosni, from the al-Arroub refugee camp, Hebron. Abdullah 

Adam Barnawi, 29, Nur Shams refugee camp, Tulkarem. (IMEMC 29 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured several Palestinians during protests that took 

place after Israeli colonizers invaded Huwwara town, south of Nablus, 

in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The settlers came from 

the Yitzhar colony, built on stolen Palestinian lands. The colonizers 

attacked homes and many Palestinians, leading to protests before the 

soldiers invaded the town and started firing at the residents, defending 

themselves and their homes. The soldiers shot at least two Palestinians 

with rubber-coated steel bullets. One Palestinian was injured by 

shrapnel, and seven suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. (IMEMC 

29 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation police and Jewish settlers assaulted Palestinian 

citizens in the Old City of Jerusalem. Three Palestinians were injured 

after settlers assaulted them in the Old City. Two Palestinian girls were 

also brutalized by police officers in the Old City. Other citizens were 

reportedly assaulted by police officers in different areas of the Old 

City, especially in Bab al-Amud, and a number of them were also 

arrested. Since the morning, the Israeli police have embarked on 

intensifying their presence and security measures in and around the 

Old City and evacuating some areas and routes, including Bab al-

Amud, ahead of the settler march of flags. (PALINFO 29 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds and gas bombs at Palestinian 

farmers and fishermen in the northern and easter parts of the besieged 

Gaza Strip. The Israeli navy ships fired many live rounds and gas 

bombs at the Palestinian fishing boats in the al-Waha area west of Beit 

Lahia, in the northern part of the Gaza Strip, and the Sudaniyya area, 

near Jabalia, in northern Gaza. The Israeli soldiers stationed on towers 

in the Kissufim military base fired dozens of live rounds and gas 

bombs into Palestinian farmlands east of the al-Qarara area, northeast 

of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. The soldiers 

also fired many live rounds into Palestinian lands east of the Zeitoun 

neighborhood, southeast of Gaza city. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man after assaulting him 

in Huwwara town, south of Nablus in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The soldiers stopped the young man, Ammar 

Awni Mifleh, and repeatedly assaulted him, causing various wounded. 

The young man from Osarin village, south of Nablus, was walking 

near the main street of Huwwara when the soldiers assaulted and 

abducted him. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted at least ten Palestinians and injured 79, in 

several parts of occupied Jerusalem after Israeli colonizers conducted 

provocative marches in the Al-Aqsa Mosque, the Old City, and several 

parts of occupied Jerusalem. Hundreds of Israeli colonizers marched 

from the Bab al-Amoud area in the Old City while carrying Israeli flags 

and chanting racist slogans, calling for removing the Palestinians from 

Jerusalem and denying the Muslims access to the Al-Aqsa Mosque.The 

colonizers were hurling insults at the Palestinians and chanting slurs 

and racist slogans against the Muslim prophet Mohammad and 

chanting “Death To Arabs” and other slogans calling for demolishing 

Al-Aqsa and expelling the Palestinians from occupied Jerusalem. 

Dozens of Israeli soldiers accompanied large groups of colonizers into 

the courtyards of the Al-Aqsa Mosque and abducted ten young men. 

The soldiers assaulted and injured an elderly Palestinian man, Mousa 

Hijazi. and prevented dozens of schoolchildren from entering the 

courtyards of Al-Aqsa. The army surrounded the holy site’s 

courtyards, closed its gates, prevented hundreds of Palestinians from 

reaching it, and assaulted dozens of Palestinians, including elders, 

women, and children. The soldiers prevented its medics from entering 

the courtyards of the holy site and attacked its crews in the Old City 

while trying to reach a wounded young man on the al-Wad Street. 78 

Palestinians were injured, mainly after being shot with rubber-coated 
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steel bullets. The others sustained injuries due to gas bombs or after 

being maced with pepper spray, and those who suffered various cuts 

and bruises. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers closed Bab as-Sahera, Salahuddin Street, and the al-

Misrara neighborhood and assaulted many Palestinians who carried 

Palestinian flags and chanted for liberation and for ending the 

escalating Israeli violations against the Al-Aqsa Mosque and every part 

of occupied Palestine. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers fired many live rounds and gas bombs at Palestinian 

farmers and fishermen in the northern and eastern parts of the 

besieged Gaza Strip. The Israeli navy ships fired many live rounds and 

gas bombs at the Palestinian fishing boats in the al-Waha area west of 

Beit Lahia, in the northern part of the Gaza Strip, and the Sudaniyya 

area, near Jabalia, in northern Gaza. Israeli soldiers stationed on towers 

in the Kissufim military base fired dozens of live rounds and gas 

bombs into Palestinian farmlands east of the al-Qarara area, northeast 

of Khan Younis, in the southern part of the Gaza Strip. The soldiers 

also fired many live rounds into Palestinian lands east of the Zeitoun 

neighborhood, southeast of Gaza city. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers attacked many Palestinian workers near the Separation 

Wall in several areas near Aneen, Rommana, al-Arqa, and Zabbouba, 

west of the northern West Bank city of Jenin. The workers were trying 

to cross the gates of the Separation Wall on their way to their work in 

Jerusalem and several areas across the Green Line. The soldiers chased 

many workers and fired rubber-coated steel bullets and gas bombs to 

force them to leave, although they have work and entry permits. 

(IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians during protests near the 

al-Jalama military roadblock northeast of Jenin, in the northern part of 

the occupied West Bank. Dozens of Palestinians dove their cars in Jenin 

and Jenin refugee camp while carrying Palestinian flags then headed to 

the area near the al-Jalama roadblock and marched while chanting and 

raising Palestinian flags before the soldiers started firing gas bombs 

and concussion grenades at them. The soldiers fired many gas bombs 

and concussion grenades at the Palestinians. The soldiers shot a young 

man with a concussion grenade in the leg, causing moderate wounds, 

including burns. Dozens of Palestinians suffered the effects of tear gas 

inhalation. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 
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 Israeli soldiers invaded the area surrounding the Abu Dis University, 

southeast of occupied Jerusalem, leading to protests. The soldiers 

invaded the area and installed roadblocks near the university, 

preventing the Palestinians from entering or leaving it. The invasion 

led to protests before the soldiers fired many gas bombs, concussion 

grenades, and rubber-coated steel bullets. (IMEMC 30 May 2022) 

 Several Palestinians suffered from their exposure to teargas fired by 

the Israeli occupation forces (IOF) at al-Jalama military checkpoint, 

northeast of Jenin, at Palestinian protesters at a late hour. The clashes 

broke out when IOF soldiers stationed at the military checkpoint fired 

teargas bombs at a pro-Jerusalem march organized in protest against 

the Israeli provocative flag march. Along the same line, a number of 

Palestinian workers suffered from teargas inhalation after being 

targeted by Israeli soldiers while heading to their workplaces within 

the Green Line. (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian workman was injured in western Tulkarem when the 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked him as he was trying to reach 

his workplace in Israel (1948 occupied Palestine). A young worker was 

injured by IOF gunfire as he was trying to cross the separation wall 

through a hole near the Taybeh checkpoint in the southwest of 

Tulkarem. (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships attacked eight Palestinian fishermen near the shore 

of Rafah city, in the southern part of the besieged Gaza Strip. The navy 

attacked several fishing boats and fired live rounds, before abducting 

eight fishermen. Five of the abducted fishermen have been identified as 

Mahmoud Ibrahim Abu Odah, Husein Mohammad Abu Odah, 

Mohammad Sa’id Abu Odah, Ibrahim Mohammad Abu Odah, and 

Mohammad Khaled Abu Odah. The navy also confiscated their boat. It 

is worth mentioning that the navy has recently abducted and detained 

dozens of fishermen from Gaza territorial waters. (IMEMC 31 May 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers injured dozens of Palestinians during protests that took 

place after many Israeli colonizers invaded a mosque and removed the 

Palestinian flags, in addition to destroying some of its windows and 

firing live rounds at its minaret, in Halhoul town, north of the southern 

West Bank city of Hebron. Dozens of soldiers invaded Halhoul to 

accompany the colonizers who invaded the Nabi Younis Mosque 

before smashing and destroying its windows and doors, and firing live 
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rounds at its minaret, in addition to removing Palestinian flags. The 

invasion was carried out by many army jeeps in addition to fifteen 

Israeli buses and more than twenty cars. Dozens of Palestinians 

protested the invasion before the soldiers fired many live rounds, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, gas bombs, and concussion grenades. The 

soldiers shot one Palestinian with live rounds in the leg and foot, and 

at least two others with rubber-coated steel bullets; Scores of 

Palestinians suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation, cuts, and 

bruises. The soldiers fired live rounds at its medics and ambulances. 

The Israeli army also invaded the Waqf and Endowment building 

adjacent to Nabi Younis Mosque, in addition to the Al-Amal 

Kindergarten and School and the Zakat Halhoul building. (IMEMC 31 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded Kharsa village, southwest of Hebron, in the 

southern part of the occupied West bank, and shot a young man before 

abducting him. The invasion was conducted by many military jeeps, 

leading to protests in several parts of the village. The soldiers fired 

many live rounds, wounding Abdullah Ahmad Abu Sbaa’, 21, with a 

live round in the leg, before abducting him. The soldiers also closed 

many streets in and around the invaded town and prevented the 

Palestinians from entering or leaving it. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 In Jenin, in the northern West Bank, the Israeli soldiers invaded many 

areas in the city, including the al-Jabriyyat neighborhood and the 

Shuhada Junction. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps invaded Tammoun town, south of Tubas in 

the northeastern West Bank, before the Israeli soldiers stormed and 

searched homes. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 The Israeli army invaded the al-Isawiya village, east of occupied 

Jerusalem, and fired many gas bombs at Palestinians who protested the 

invasion. The army fired gas bombs and concussion grenades at 

random, striking some homes and shops, causing damage. (IMEMC 31 

May 2022) 

 Israeli navy ships chased and attacked several Palestinian fishing boats 

northwest of Gaza city. The Israeli navy ships chased the Palestinian 

fishing boats near the Sudaniyya Shore, northwest of Gaza city, and 

fired many live rounds and gas bombs at them. The attack did not lead 
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to casualties but forced the boats to return to the shore to avoid further 

Israeli violations. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers shot a young man in Kharsa village, south of Hebron in 

the southern part of the occupied West Bank, and abducted him. The 

soldiers invaded the village, leading to protests, and fired many live 

rounds and gas bombs at the Palestinians. The soldiers shot Abdullah 

Ahmad Abu Sbaa’, 21, with a live round in the leg and abducted him. 

(IMEMC 31 May 2022)  

 Many Palestinians suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation during 

protests that erupted after the army invaded Tuqu town, east of 

Bethlehem. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian young man was injured during overnight clashes 

between youths and Israeli soldiers at the northern entrance of Bireh 

City. The young man suffered from a bullet injury in his leg and 

evacuated him to a hospital in Ramallah City. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 A large number of Israeli troops stormed Teqoa town at dawn ahead of 

a settler rally at its main entrance and clashed with local residents. One 

young man was seriously injured and detained by the IOF during the 

clashes in the town. Several others also suffered from their exposure to 

tear gas during the events. Dozens of settlers aboard 10 buses stormed 

the western entrance of the town under military escort and embarked 

on performing rituals and chanting anti-Arab slogans. (IMEMC 31 May 

2022)  

 In Hebron, A young man identified as Abdul-Rahman al-Darawish 

was injured in his leg and detained by the Israeli Occupation F during 

clashes in Dura town. The Israeli occupation army claimed in a 

statement that the wounded young man from Dura had been among a 

group of youths who recently threw stones and Molotov cocktails at a 

military post near the town and torched tires of Israeli cars. 

Meanwhile, three Palestinians were kidnaped by the IOF from Nablus, 

Beit Lid town in eastern Tulkarem and Tamun town in southern Tubas. 

The IOF also stormed Qalandia refugee camp in northern Jerusalem, 

kidnaped a citizen from his home and clashed with local youths. Four 

others were kidnaped by the IOF from Ramallah, al-Khalil and a 

military checkpoint in eastern Bethlehem. The IOF also stormed at 

dawn Tuesday different areas of Jenin province, including the city and 

its refugee camp, and clashed with local youths. Local sources reported 

that resistance fighters opened fire at the IOF after they stormed al-

Jaberiyat neighborhood in Jenin City. (PALINFO 31 May 2022) 
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 Israeli gunboats opened machinegun fire at fishermen's boats, off the 

shores of the town of Beit Lahia, in the northern Gaza Strip.  The 

gunboat attack on Palestinian fishing boats did not result in any 

casualties. (PALINFO 31 May 2022) 

Israeli Settler Violence 

 Dozens of Israeli colonial settlers attacked Palestinian vehicles at the 

Za’tara military checkpoint, south of Nablus, hurling rocks at the 

vehicles and vandalizing and damaging them. This attack on 

Palestinian civilians, who were waiting at an Israeli-controlled military 

checkpoint on Palestinian land, was carried out under the protection of 

Israeli forces. Dozens of settlers gathered at the Za’tara military 

checkpoint, and attacked Palestinian citizens’ vehicles, as a result of 

which a number of vehicles were damaged, but no injuries were 

reported. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Israeli settlers gathered at the junction of the town of Kifl 

Haris, northwest of Salfit, and along the road leading to the Za’tara 

military checkpoint, under the protection of Israeli forces. They waved 

Israeli flags and chanted anti-Palestinian slogans. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 Israeli settlers stormed the town of Qarawat Bani Hassan, west of 

Salfit, under the protection of Israeli forces, who closed the entrances to 

the town. The settlers also closed the Ramallah-Nablus road, after they 

gathered on the main street at the entrance to the town of Sinjel, north 

of Ramallah. Hundreds of Palestinian civilians were prevented from 

going to work, home and school, as they were blocked in and held at 

checkpoints for long hours waiting for the Israeli settler gatherings to 

disperse. (IMEMC 1 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked a young Palestinian man before Israeli 

soldiers abducted his father, who tried to defend his child in occupied 

Jerusalem. Several Israeli colonizers assaulted the Palestinian teen and 

maced him with large amounts of pepper spray in the Old City of 

occupied Jerusalem. The child’s father, Ahmad Sharabi, tried to defend 

his son before Israeli soldiers attacked the father and abducted him. 

The soldiers also forced many Palestinians to leave the area but did not 

remove the colonizers. (IMEMC 3 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded Palestinian lands in the northern area of Kafr 

ed-Deek town, west of the central West Bank city of Salfit, and 
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destroyed three agricultural sheds. The colonizers came from the Alie 

Zahav and Brukhin colonies, built on stolen Palestinian lands in the 

area. They invaded the Palestinian lands and destroyed the three 

sheds, privately owned by Ahmad Ali Al-Ahmar, Najeh Harb, and the 

sons of the late Jamil Hussein, and are in the northwestern area of the 

town. The colonizers in foliated the lands in the Khallet al-Qameh area 

before breaking the doors and smashing the windows, and destroying 

the entire shed owned by Najeh Harb. The attack was not the first in 

the area as the colonizers previously destroyed many sheds and 

uprooted lands owned by several farmers. (IMEMC 3 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers assaulted a Palestinian shepherd in Kafr Malek 

village, east of the central West Bank city of Ramallah. The colonizers 

were riding horses when they invaded Palestinian lands and assaulted 

a shepherd, Fayez Tirbani. The colonizers then forced the Palestinian to 

leave the grazing lands with his flock. Many Palestinians rushed to 

their lands in the area and forced the colonizers to leave. (IMEMC 3 

May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers continued the bulldozing of Palestinian lands 

in Khirbat al-Farisiyya village in the Northern Plains of the Jordan 

Valley in the occupied West Bank. Media sources said the colonizers 

continued the bulldozing of the lands, using heavy machinery not far 

from the Palestinian shepherds’ tents in the area. The bulldozing, 

which started ten days ago, is taking place near a tent and a water tank 

the colonizers brought more than a year ago. The Palestinians continue 

to be surrounded and isolated in the area as the colonizers continue the 

bulldozing amidst extensive military deployment. The colonizers are 

preparing for a new colonialist outpost on the stolen Palestinian lands 

in Khirbat al-Farisiyya. It is worth mentioning that the Israeli army 

initially declared the lands a “closed military zone,” preventing the 

Palestinians from entering it, but at the same time allowing the 

colonizers to enter them to establish an outpost. (IMEMC 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked Tuesday night, a young Palestinian man 

before Israeli soldiers abducted his father, who tried to defend his child 

in occupied Jerusalem. Media sources said several colonizers assaulted 

the Palestinian teen and maced him with large amounts of pepper 

spray in the Old City of occupied Jerusalem. They added that the 

child’s father, Ahmad Sharabi, tried to defend his son before Israeli 

soldiers attacked the father and abducted him. The soldiers also forced 

https://imemc.org/article/israeli-colonizers-bulldoze-palestinian-lands-in-northern-plains-2/
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many Palestinians to leave the area but did not remove the colonizers. 

(IMEMC 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded Palestinian lands in the northern area of Kafr 

ed-Deek town, west of the central West Bank city of Salfit, and 

destroyed three agricultural sheds. The colonizers came from the Alie 

Zahav and Brukhin colonies, built on stolen Palestinian lands in the 

area. They invaded the Palestinian lands and destroyed the three 

sheds, privately owned by Ahmad Ali Al-Ahmar, Najeh Harb, and the 

sons of the late Jamil Hussein, and are in the northwestern area of the 

town. Ahmad al-Ahmad said the colonizers infoliated the lands in the 

Khallet al-Qameh area before breaking the doors and smashing the 

windows, and destroying the entire shed owned by Najeh Harb. He 

added that the attack was not the first in the area as the colonizers 

previously destroyed many sheds and uprooted lands owned by 

several farmers. (IMEMC 4 May 2022) 

  Israeli settlers  evening set up a mobile home and built the so-called 

‘Star of David’ in the Masafer Yatta area to the south of Hebron, as a 

prelude to stealing the Palestinian land, according to a local activist. 

Coordinator of the Anti-Wall and Settlement Committees in southern 

Hebron, Rateb al-Jabour, told WAFA a group of settlers from the illegal 

Israeli settlements of Ma’on and Havat Maon, placed a mobile home on 

land belonging to Palestinians in the Masafer Yatta area as a prelude to 

taking over the land. Another group of settlers stormed the village of 

Tiwani to the east of Yatta and built a figure in the shape of the so-

called ‘Star of David’ on land belonging to Palestinian residents there. 

Earlier , Israeli forces seized farm equipment and tent erection tools 

from the al-Juwaya community, east of Yatta. (WAFA 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces and settlers  placed the Israeli flag on top of 

al-Ibrahimi mosque in Hebron and along the walls of the mosque in 

preparation to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day. A group of settlers, 

guarded by Israeli forces, placed the flags on top of the Muslim holy 

site to celebrate Israel’s Independence Day. Head of Hebron’s Waqf, 

Nedal al-Jaabari, condemned this act as a provocation to the feelings of 

Muslims and a blatant violation of the sanctity of holy sites and of all 

international conventions and norms. He said that such measures come 

as part of the Israeli occupation’s plans aimed at Judaizing the mosque 

and changing its historical identity. (WAFA 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded large areas of Palestinian farmlands and 

orchards and had their livestock feed on hundreds of olive saplings 

and fifteen dunams planted with Hummus plants near Bethlehem in 
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the occupied West Bank. Ibrahim Mousa, the Mayor of Al-Khader 

town south of Bethlehem, said the colonizers came from the illegal Sidi 

Boaz colony, built on Palestinian lands, west of the town. He added 

that the colonizers brought their large flock of sheep into the 

Palestinian lands to feed on the plants and olive saplings.  The sheep 

ate and destroyed at least three hundred olive saplings and fifteen 

dunams planted with hummus. The colonizers frequently invade 

Palestinian lands and attack the farmers in Ein al-Qassis and Ein al-

Ghaweet areas in Al-Khader. The attacks include uprooting crops and 

trees, assaulting the farmers, releasing their dogs to attack the 

Palestinians, and bringing their livestock to graze in the farmlands. 

(IMEMC 5 May 2022) 

 Hardline Israeli settlers  chopped off 40 olive saplings and trees for 

Palestinian farmers in the village of Sinjil, in the occupied West Bank 

province of Ramallah, as well as embarked on the constriction of a 

colonial outpost in the village of Jalud in Nablus province, according to 

local sources. Muataz Tawafsheh, head of the Sinjil municipality, told 

WAFA that a group of Israeli settlers chopped off 40 olive saplings 

belonging to Abu Mustafa Haj Houd, a local Palestinian citizen. He 

said the attack was the latest in a series of attacks by Israeli settlers on 

the area over the last few weeks. Meantime, Israeli settlers embarked 

on the construction of a new settlement outpost near the village of 

Jalud, to the south of Nablus in the occupied West Bank. (WAFA 5 

May 2022) 

 Israeli settlers  seized a large tract of land belonging to the villagers of 

al-Khader, south of Bethlehem city, according to a local official. The 

town mayor, Ibrahim Mousa, said that a group of settlers descended 

upon Az-Zayah, which covers an area of 60 donums of the villagers’ 

land flanked by the colonial settlement of Neve Daniyyel and outpost 

of Sede Boaz. The landowners attempted to repel the settler takeover of 

their land, but were attacked by gun-toting Israeli soldiers, with two 

landowners, both in their 60s, injured as a result. Mousa added that the 

settlers have set up a canopy at the site as a prelude for the 

establishment of a colonial outpost, a move which entails the 

confiscation of larger tract of land for settlement construction. Earlier , 

settlers grazed their livestock on 15 donums of privately-owned 

Palestinian land planted with olive saplings and chickpeas, located 

west of the town. (WAFA 5 May 2022) 
 Israeli settlers  blocked a major northern West Bank traffic artery to 

Palestinian traffic, according to local sources. They said that a group of 

settlers blocked a the main road linking the city of Jenin to the city of 
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Nablus to vehicles with Palestinian licensing plates, noting that the 

closed section is located close to Silat ad-Dhahr town, southwest of 

Jenin. Meanwhile, settlers, under military protection, barged their way 

into the site of the former colonial settlement of Homesh, south of 

Jenin. (WAFA 5 May 2022) 

 Israeli settlers  grazed their cattle on Palestinian groves in al-Khader 

town, south of Bethlehem, causing significant destruction, according to 

a local official. The town mayor, Ibrahim Mousa, said that a group of 

settlers grazed their livestock on 15 donums of land planted with olive 

saplings and chickpeas, belonging to Hisham Barmil and located west 

of the town. The assailants came from the nearby colonial settlement 

outpost of Sidi Boaz, built on Palestinian-owned land. (WAFA 5 May 

2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked and injured a Palestinian shepherd near Um 

al-Kheir village in Masafer Yatta, south of Hebron, in the southern part 

of the occupied West Bank. Rateb Jabour, the Protection and 

Steadfastness Committees coordinator in Southern Hebron, said the 

colonizers came from an illegal outpost they recently installed on 

stolen Palestinian lands. Jabour added that the colonizers assaulted 

Omar al-Hathalin, wounding him in the shoulder. The colonizers also 

attacked Omar’s sheep, breaking the legs of some of them. It is worth 

mentioning that Masafer Yatta witnesses constant violations by the 

colonizers and the soldiers as part of the attempt to illegally annex the 

Palestinian lands to build and expand the colonies. (IMEMC 6 May 

2022) 

 Israeli settlers embarked on a fresh wave of attacks in the north and 

middle of the occupied West Bank last night, torching Palestinian-

owned vehicles in the village of Urif, in Nablus province, and attacking 

and vandalizing property in other areas, according to local and 

Palestinian security sources. In the village of Urif, south of the city of 

Nablus in the north of the West Bank, settlers sneaked into the village 

in the middle of the night and torched three vehicles belonging to three 

local Palestinian citizens, all from the Shehada clan. Meantime, groups 

of Israeli settlers rampaged through the Israeli military checkpoints of 

Huwwara and Za’tara, also located to the south of Nablus, and 

physically attacked Palestinian vehicles and pelted stones at many 

others, causing damage to some vehicles and bodily injuries. In the 

middle of the occupied West Bank, a group of Israeli settlers attacked 

Palestinian vehicles at the entrance to the village of Mukhamas, to the 

northeast of Jerusalem, and terrified passengers. No injuries were 

reported. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 
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 Israeli colonizers attacked, Thursday, many Palestinian cars near the 

Huwwara military roadblock, south of the northern West Bank city of 

Nablus, wounding several Palestinians and causing damage to many 

cars. Ghassan Daghlas, a Palestinian official who monitors Israel’s 

colonialist activities in the northern West Bank, said the colonizers 

gathered near the Huwwara Israeli military roadblock, not far from 

where the soldiers are stationed. He added that the colonizers hurled 

stones at many Palestinian cars, causing damage and wounding 

several Palestinians. A similar attack took place near Douma town, 

south of Nablus, causing damage to the windshield of at least one 

Palestinian car. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers closed the main Jenin-Nablus Road in the northern 

part of the occupied West Bank. Media sources said dozens of 

colonizers gathered on the main road near the Silat ath-Thaher town 

and closed it. They added that the hundreds of cars were stuck on the 

main road for a few hours while the colonizers chanted anti-Palestinian 

slogans and ordered the Palestinians to leave. The colonizers then 

invaded the site of the evacuated Homseh colony, south of Jenin, 

accompanied by dozens of soldiers. In related news, more than five 

hundred Israeli colonizers invaded Solomon Pools between the towns 

of Al-Khader and Artas, south of Bethlehem, after Israeli soldiers 

surrounded and closed the entire area to prevent the Palestinians from 

reaching it. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 At least six Palestinians were injured by Israeli occupation forces  

during the weekly anti-occupation protests in the village of Kafr 

Qaddum, in the West Bank province of Qalqilia, and in the town of 

Beita in Nablus province, according to local sources. Morad Shtewi, a 

local anti-occupation activist, told WAFA that Israeli soldiers attacked 

the protesters with rubber-coated rounds and tear gas canisters, 

injuring four of them by rubber-coated rounds and causing many cases 

of suffocation from gas inhalation. All of the injured protesters were 

treated at the scene of the clashes. Meantime, two Palestinian children 

were injured by Israeli rubber-coated round during the weekly protest 

against Israeli settlements, which took place in the town of Beita in the 

West Bank province of Nablus. (WAFA 6 May 2022) 
 A Palestinian shepherd was hurt this afternoon after he was attacked 

by a group of Israeli settlers in the village of Umm al-Kheir, located in 

Masafer Yatta area in the south of Hebron province in the occupied 

West Bank, according to local sources. Fo’ad Emour, a local anti-

occupation activist, told WAFA that a group of Israeli settlers 
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physically assaulted Omar Hathalin, a Palestinian shepherd from the 

village, causing him a facture in the shoulder. Emour added that the 

settlers also assaulted the sheep and broke their limbs.  (WAFA 6 May 

2022) 

 A group of Israeli settlers attacked Palestinian vehicles with stones 

earlier this morning outside the Israeli settlement bloc of Gush Etzion, 

south of the occupied West Bank, according to Palestinian security 

sources. Rampaging settlers pelted stones at Palestinian vehicles 

driving at the Jerusalem-Hebron highway near the settlement bloc. No 

injuries were reported. The incident was the latest in a series of stoning 

and arson attacks since last night carried out by Israeli settlers in the 

north, center and south of the occupied West Bank. (WAFA 6 May 

2022) 

 Israeli settlers embarked on a fresh wave of attacks in the north and 

middle of the occupied West Bank last night, torching Palestinian-

owned vehicles in the village of Urif, in Nablus province, and attacking 

and vandalizing property in other areas, according to local and 

Palestinian security sources. In the village of Urif, south of the city of 

Nablus in the north of the West Bank, settlers sneaked into the village 

in middle of the night and torched three vehicles belonging to three 

local Palestinian citizens, all from the Shehada clan.   Meantime, 

groups of Israeli settlers rampaged through the Israeli military 

checkpoints of Huwwara and Za’tara, also located to the south of 

Nablus, and physically attacked Palestinian vehicles and pelted stones 

at many others, causing damage to some vehicles and bodily injuries. 

In the middle of the occupied West Bank, a group of Israeli settlers 

attacked Palestinian vehicles at the entrance to the village of 

Mukhamas, to the northeast of Jerusalem, and terrified passengers. No 

injuries were reported. (WAFA 6 May 2022) 
 Israeli colonizers attacked and injured an elderly Palestinian man while 

working on his land east of Surif town, west of Hebron, in the southern 

part of the occupied West Bank. Medical sources said the Palestinian, 

Abdullah Mohammad Ghneimat, 81, suffered a fracture in the arm and 

various bruises to several parts of his body. Palestinian medics rushed 

to the area and provided the needed treatment to the elderly man 

before rushing him to a hospital in Hebron. In related news, Israeli 

colonizers invaded Palestinian agricultural lands in the al-Mazra’a al-

Gharbiya village, northwest of Ramallah, and tried to force the 

Palestinians out of their lands. In occupied Jerusalem, the soldiers 

abducted Mahmoud Awadallah Dirbas after storming and ransacking 

his home in the al-‘Isawiya town. (IMEMC 7 May 2022) 
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 Hardline Israeli settlers  uprooted and chopped off about 30 olive 

saplings and trees for Palestinian farmers in the town of Kafr al-Dik, in 

the occupied West Bank province of Salfit, as well as attacked 

Palestinian homes in the village of Burin in Nablus province, according 

to local sources. In Salfit province, witnesses told WAFA that a group 

of Israeli settlers uprooted and chopped off nearly 30 olive saplings 

belonging to local Palestinian citizens from the town of Kafr al-Dik.   In 

Nablus province, Israeli settlers from the illegal settlement of Braha 

pelted stones at homes of Palestinian civilians in the village of Burin, 

provoking confrontations with residents. No injuries were reported. 

(WAFA 7 May 2022) 
 Israeli colonizers attacked a Palestinian man near Nablus in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank, causing many injuries. 

Ghassan Daghlas, a Palestinian official who monitors Israel’s illegal 

colonialist activities in the northern West Bank, said the colonizers 

assaulted Jamal Barham Hamayel in Ein Um al-Jarb, northeast of Beita 

town, south of Nablus. Daghlas said the colonizers repeatedly struck 

and beat the Palestinian man before fleeing. Palestinian medics were 

called to the scene and rushed him to a hospital in Nablus. The 

colonizers also attacked several Palestinian homes in Burin town, south 

of Nablus, before the locals managed to force them out of their 

community. In related news, Israeli soldiers abducted a young man, 

Wisam Lauth Abdul-Hamid, from Einabus village while crossing the 

Huwwara military roadblock south of Nablus. (IMEMC 8 May 2022) 

  Hardline Israeli settlers  uprooted and chopped off about 20 olive trees 

for Palestinian farmers in the village of Al-Tuwani, south of the 

occupied West Bank province of Hebron, according to local sources. 

Rateb Jabour, a local Palestinian activist, told WAFA that a group of 

Israeli settlers from the illegal settlement of Maon uprooted and 

chopped off nearly 20 olive trees belonging to local Palestinian 

citizens.  (WAFA 8 May 2022) 

 Scores of Israeli settlers escorted by Israeli police broke into the Al-

Aqsa Mosque compound in occupied Jerusalem earlier this morning 

and performed rituals across its courtyards, according to witnesses. 

WAFA correspondent said scores of Israeli settlers entered the holy site 

in groups and performed rituals and Talmudic prayers there under the 

protection of Israeli police officers. Palestinians and Muslim 

worshipers were denied access into the holy site by Israeli police 

during the presence of the Israeli settlers, she added. The latest 

development comes after nearly month-long tensions fueled by 
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increased presence by hardcore Israeli settlers inside the holy site 

during the past Muslim holy month of Ramadan. (WAFA 8 May 2022) 

 Scores of Israeli settlers last night attacked Palestinian vehicles and 

terrorized civilians at roads and junctions east of the city of Hebron, in 

the south of the occupied West Bank, according to witnesses and local 

sources. WAFA correspondent said groups of Israeli settler from the 

settlements of Kiryat Arba, Harsina and Havat Gal attacked many 

vehicles and pelted stones at some of them in the presence of Israeli 

soldiers, causing damage to many of them. No injuries were reported. 

Meantime in the north of the West Bank, confrontations  broke out 

between Israeli army and local Palestinian residents who foiled an 

attack on the village of Hares, in the Salfit province, during which four 

local Palestinians were injured by rubber-coated rounds fired at them 

by the soldiers. (WAFA 8 May 2022) 
 Israeli colonizers injured a Palestinian man south of Nablus, in the 

northern part of the occupied West Bank. Osama Ayed Ebdah, 50, said 

the colonizers hurled stones at his car while driving near Douma 

village, south of Nablus. He added that he was injured in the lower jaw 

and suffered cuts and bruises, especially from fragments of the 

windshield on his car. The Palestinian managed to speed away and 

drove himself to Yasser Arafat hospital in Nablus. (IMEMC 9 May 

2022) 

 Israeli settlers  uprooted and destroyed 17 olive trees and damaged a 

room in a land in the town of Kufr al-Dik, west of the northern West 

Bank city of Salfit. The landowner, Ali al-Ahmad, said the settlers 

uprooted the trees, which range in age from four to six years, and 

damaged a room in his land located to the north of the town, 

explaining that this is the fourth time this year settlers attack his land. 

(WAFA 10 May 2022) 

  Israeli settlers last night broke into Joseph’s Tomb shrine in the 

northern West Bank city of Nablus provoking confrontations with the 

local Palestinian residents, according to witnesses. They said that after 

dozens of settlers, protected by soldiers, broke into the shrine located 

in a Nablus neighborhood, residents confronted them with stones. 

Soldiers accompanying the settlers opened live fire and shot rubber-

coated metal bullets and tear gas at the Palestinians injuring one with a 

live bullet in the belly and 13 others with rubber bullets, according to 

the Nablus Red Crescent emergency service. Dozens of others 

suffocated from inhaling tear gas. (WAFA 10 May 2022) 
 Dozens of Israeli settlers, under the protection of the Israeli army,  took 

over a Palestinian-owned uninhibited house in the Wadi al-Hasin area 
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to the east of Hebron, according to a local activist. Anti-settlement 

activist, Aref Jaber, said settlers, backed by Israeli forces, took over a 

1200-square-meters three-storey uninhibited house owned by local 

Palestinian resident Walid al-Ja’abri. (WAFA 13 May 2022) 

 Dozens of settlers, under the protection of the Israeli army, gathered  

near the entrance to the town of Jannatah, to the east of Bethlehem, in 

a provocative manner while raising the Israeli flag, according to local 

sources. Sources told WAFA that dozens of settlers gathered near the 

entrance to the town of Jannatah and raised the Israeli flags amid 

simmering tensions caused by settlers’ provocative measures and 

attempts to attack Palestinian residents. Another group of settlers 

gathered at the entrance to the illegal settlement of Tekoa in the 

Bethlehem area and chanted anti-Palestinian and Arab slogans. 

(WAFA 13 May 2022) 

  Israeli settlers  attacked Palestinian journalists’ vehicles while covering 

a solidarity event organized to protest the Israeli authorities’ decision 

to demolish 12 villages in Masafer Yatta area, south of Hebron, in the 

southern occupied West Bank. According to WAFA cameraman, 

Mashhoor al-Wahwah, a group of settlers attacked and destroyed the 

journalists’ vehicles while carrying out their duty in covering an event 

held in protest of the Israeli decision to demolish more than 12 villages 

in Masafer Yatta area. (WAFA 13 May 2022) 

 Israeli settlers last night set fire to a Palestinian-owned junk car 

workshop near the town of Beit Ummar, to the north of Hebron in the 

south of the occupied West Bank, causing damage to nearly a hundred 

junk cars, according to local sources. Mohammad Awad, a local 

activist, told WAFA that a group of Israeli settlers sneaked into the 

junk car workshop, which belongs to Aziz Diab Awad, a Palestinian 

from the town, before they set fire to the site causing damage to nearly 

a hundred junk vehicles. Awad said the owned incurred an estimated 

loss of $15,000 as a result of the Israeli attack. (WAFA 14 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers hurled stones at Palestinian cars near Turmus Ayya 

village, not far from the junction leading to the illegal Shilo colony, on 

the Nablus-Ramallah Road. The attack caused damage to several cars. 

(IMEMC 15 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers stormed al-Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under Israeli police protection. The settlers entered the 

Mosque through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards. During 

their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from 

rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of them 

provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. Along the same line, 
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Israeli police forces deliberately cut off the water pipelines to 

refrigerators in the Bab al-Rahma prayer hall. The incident came as 

part of the Israeli attempts to take control over the eastern area of Al-

Aqsa Mosque, specifically Bab al-Rahma. (PALINFO 16 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers escorted by police forces desecrated the Aqsa 

Mosque in Occupied Jerusalem. 139 settlers, including government 

employees and students of religious institutes, entered the Mosque in 

different groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards. 

During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures 

from rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of them 

provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. Rabbi Yehuda Glick was 

among one of the groups that defiled the Mosque in the morning tours. 

Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement and entry 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates. (PALINFO 17 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers bulldozed private Palestinian lands owned by the 

residents of Jaloud village, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The colonizers came from the illegal Ahiya 

outpost built on stolen Palestinian lands. The colonizers bulldozed and 

uprooted Palestinian lands in the ar-Roos at-Twal area, south of the 

village, and near the illegal Kida outpost in the al-Habes al-Khafafeesh 

areas, east of the village. The colonizers are trying to expand their two 

illegal outposts by annexing and isolating more Palestinian lands. 

(IMEMC 18 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers entered the holy Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem and toured its courtyards under tight police protection. The 

settlers entered from the Maghareba Gate and performed Talmudic 

rituals during their provocative tour. The settlers listened to lectures by 

rabbis on the so-called temple mount during their tour, they added. 

The tours come one day after an Jewish group called for dismantling 

the Dome of the Rock in the Aqsa Mosque compound in a bid to make 

way for building the alleged temple. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers destroyed an agricultural room in Ya’bad town, 

southwest of Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. 

Ahmad Yassin Abu Bakr said the colonizers invaded his land and 

smashed the door of his agricultural room before destroying its 

contents. He added that the colonizers came from the illegal nearby 

Mabo Dotan colony, built on stolen Palestinian lands. The colonizers 

recently occupied Palestinian lands on a nearby hill and installed 

mobile homes and barns for their livestock. A day earlier, the 
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colonizers invaded and ransacked another room owned by Raed Abu 

Bakr in the same area. (IMEMC 19 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers stormed al-Aqsa Mosque, coinciding with the 

so-called Independence Day Torch-lighting ceremony. The settlers 

stormed the holy site via the Maghareba Gate and performed Talmudic 

rituals during their provocative tours. MK Moshe Feiglin was seen 

leading one of the settler groups during their tours, while rabbis were 

giving lectures on the so-called temple mount. (PALINFO 19 May 

2022).  

 An Israeli settler from the settlement of Mevo Dotan vandalized an 

agricultural structure in Amriha hamlet, southwest of Jenin. Farmer 

Ra’ed Abu Bakr stated that a settler broke into a prefabricated room he 

uses for agricultural storage purposes in the hamlet near Ya’bad town 

and wreaked havoc on its contents. The same settler had already 

appropriated swaths of land in a mountainous area near Mevo Dotan 

settlement, assaulted local citizens and their property more than once, 

and grazed his cattle repeatedly on private lands. (PALINFO 19 May 

2022). 

 An Israeli settlers from Karmei Tzur placed dozens of mobile homes on 

swaths of land belonging to Palestinian citizens on Mount Abu Suda in 

the east of Beit Ummar town. The Israeli occupation authority started 

recently, after its approval of plans to build about 4,427 settler homes 

across the West Bank, to establish a settlement belt of mobile homes on 

agricultural lands belonging to Palestinian citizens from Beit Ummar 

and Halhul towns in northern al-Khalil. (PALINFO 19 May 2022) 

 A group of Jewish settlers stormed the Karama area, west of Ramallah, 

brutally assaulted local residents, and detained 12 workers for several 

hours. The settlers assaulted a group of workers while working in the 

Karama area and detained them for two hours. (PALINFO 19 May 

2022). 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man after Israeli 

colonizers attacked him and his family in the center of Hebron city, in 

the southern part of the occupied West Bank. The colonizers invaded 

the home of Maher Abu Hayya in the Shallala Street before assaulting 

him and his family while walking near their home. The Israeli soldiers 

stormed the home and abducted Maher Abu Hayya after assaulting 

him and his family. The army did not detain or interrogate the 
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colonizers who attacked the Palestinian and his family. (IMEMC 20 

May 2022) 

 A Jewish settler ran over and wounded a Palestinian child at the 

entrance of Beita village south of the West Bank city of Nablus.  The 

Palestinian child suffered bruises after the settler ran over him at the 

crossroad of Beita village. (PALINFO 20 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian child was injured after an Israeli colonizer rammed him 

with his car near the main entrance of Beita town, south of Nablus, and 

fled the scene. The wounded child was identified as Amir Bashar 

Khdeir. Amir suffered various cuts and bruises. (IMEMC 21 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian young man was injured when a Jewish settler opened fire 

at him during a brawl with Sheikh Jarrah residents in Occupied 

Jerusalem. A settler opened fire at a Jerusalemite young man and 

wounded him after he and other Jewish settlers stormed Sheikh Jarrah 

neighborhood and started scuffling with local residents. The young 

man, Mohamed Ashti, suffered a bullet injury in his waist. Soon after 

the incident, Israeli policemen spread in the neighborhood, provided 

protection for the settlers and embarked on assaulting local 

residents.(PALINFO 21 May 2022) 

 Israeli settlers removed and robbed a Palestinian-owned tent in Khirbet 

Martaba, a village located east of the town of Yatta in the southern 

West Bank province of Hebron. A group of Israeli settlers from the 

illegal settlement of Maon, nearby, stormed the village and robbed a 

tent belonging to Mahmoud D’eis, a local Palestinian resident. The 

attacking settlers also vandalized the fence of a sheep barn belonging 

to another Palestinian from the village. (IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers continued the bulldozing of Palestinian lands and the 

preparations for a new illegal colony in Khirbat al-Farisiyya village, in 

the West Bank’s Northern Plains. The colonizers started the bulldozing 

and the preparations on the stolen Palestinian lands nearly a month 

ago, near the tents of the local shepherds. The colonizers are trying to 

remove the Palestinians to build colonialist, segregated infrastructure, 

including a school and public facilities. The colonizers bulldozed and 

uprooted about 30 Dunams of Palestinian lands and installed tents and 

a large water tank hauled by heavy machinery. It is worth mentioning 

that the Israeli army initially declared the lands a “closed military 

zone,” preventing the Palestinians from entering it, but at the same 

https://imemc.org/article/israeli-colonizers-bulldoze-palestinian-lands-in-northern-plains-2/
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time allowing the colonizers to enter them to establish an outpost. 

(IMEMC 22 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection. At least 129 settlers, including 

government employees, entered the Mosque in different groups 

through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under police 

guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received 

lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of 

them provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. Meanwhile, the 

Israeli occupation police imposed movement restrictions on Muslim 

worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and gates. (IMEMC 22 May 

2022) 

 Israeli colonizers injured a Palestinian man near Douma village, south 

of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

colonizers assaulted Nassim Mosallam, 55, in the al-Marajem area and 

maced him with pepper spray. Mosallam suffered many wounds, 

especially to the face and head. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers cut at least thirty-eight Palestinian almond trees in 

Qaryout town, southwest of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Several Palestinians own the lands, located in an 

area where the Israeli colonizers live in three illegal outposts. The lands 

are in an area that the colonizers illegally occupied for fifteen years 

before human rights, and legal groups, filed appeals on behalf of the 

Palestinians and managed to retrieve them. The lands are about 340 

Dunams, owned by several Palestinian farmers, and are subject to 

constant violations by the colonizers. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 An infant was injured after Israeli colonizers attacked Palestinian cars 

northwest of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. 

The colonizers hurled stones at cars and maced many Palestinians with 

pepper spray in the al-Mas’udiyya area, northwest of Nablus. The 

colonizers attacked the car of Mohammad Fashafsha from Jaba’ town, 

south of the northern West Bank city of Jenin, seriously wounding his 

infant son, who suffocated after the colonizes faced his face with 

pepper spray. (IMEMC 23 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked two Palestinian children and burnt a car in 

Qusra village, south of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, before 

Israel soldiers invaded the village and injured eighteen Palestinians. At 

least twenty colonizers attempted to abduct the child, Ehab Ahmad 
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Hilal, after macing him with pepper spray, striking him with iron bars 

on several parts of his body, and hitting him with a pistol. The 

colonizers also attacked another child with Hilal, causing several 

injuries, before Israeli soldiers invaded the village and fired rubber-

coated steel bullets and gas bombs at the residents, wounding eighteen 

Palestinians. The soldiers did not detain any of the colonizers but 

instead abducted Hilal but released him a few hours later. (IMEMC 23 

May 2022) 

 Dozens of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection in the morning and later in the 

afternoon. At least 153 settlers, including government employees and 

students of religious institutes, entered the Mosque in different groups 

through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under police 

guard,. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received 

lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of 

them provocatively performed Talmudic prayers, including acts of 

bowing and prostration. (PALINFO 23 May 2022) 

 Dozens of Palestinian citizens were injured after Jewish settlers and 

soldiers attacked them in Qusra town, southeast of Nablus. Israeli 

settlers severely beat two teenagers in the southern area of the town 

and kidnaped one of them to Migdalim settlement. Soon later, violent 

clashes broke out between local residents and the Israeli occupation 

forces (IOF). 18 citizens were injured by rubber bullets, four others 

suffered from burns and dozens from their exposure to tear gas during 

the clashes. (PALINFO 23 May 2022) 

 A Palestinian infant was hurt when Israeli settlers attacked his parents’ 

car with pepper spray in the occupied West Bank. The settlers attacked 

Palestinian vehicles traveling on a road between Jenin and Nablus and 

pepper-sprayed one of the cars, injuring an infant who was with his 

parents. (PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Hordes of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection . Dozens of settlers entered the 

Mosque in different groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its 

courtyards under police guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy 

site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple 

mount and a number of them provocatively performed Talmudic 

prayers. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates.  (PALINFO 24 May 2022)  
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 Israeli settler groups started in recent days to mobilize their supporters 

to storm the Aqsa Mosque en masse on May 29 to mark what they call 

Jerusalem day or the reunification of Jerusalem (the occupation of east 

Jerusalem). (PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers injured a Palestinian man near Douma village, south 

of Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The 

colonizers assaulted Nassim Mosallam, 55, in the al-Marajem area and 

maced him with pepper spray. Mosallam, from Talfit town south of 

Nablus, suffered many wounds, especially to the face and head. 

(IMEMC 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers cut at least thirty-eight Palestinian almond trees in 

Qaryout town, southwest of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Several Palestinians own the lands, located in an 

area where the Israeli colonizers live in three illegal outposts. The lands 

are in an area that the colonizers illegally occupied for fifteen years 

before human rights, and legal groups, filed appeals on behalf of the 

Palestinians and managed to retrieve them. The lands are about 340 

Dunams, owned by several Palestinian farmers, and are subject to 

constant violations by the colonizers. (IMEMC 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers burnt a Palestinian car near the Za’tara Israeli 

military roadblocks and smashed windows of a mosque and a 

bulldozer in Orif town, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. The colonizers attacked a Palestinian car not far 

from soldiers stationed at the Za’tara military roadblock and burnt it. 

The colonizers also invaded Orif town before attacking the Ribat 

Mosque and smashed many of its windows, in addition to smashing 

the windows of a bulldozer owned by Essam Safadi. The colonizers 

also attacked and attempted to invade several homes in the area before 

the locals chased them away. The attacks took place mainly in the 

eastern area of the town. Also, the colonizers invaded the northeastern 

area of Burin town, southwest of Nablus, before the locals intercepted 

them, leading to scuffles. Furthermore, many colonizers hurled stones 

at Palestinian cars on the road between Huwwara and Qalqilia and 

fired a barrage of live rounds. (IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 Groups of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection. 133 settlers entered the 

Mosque in the morning through its Maghariba Gate and toured its 

courtyards under police guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy 

site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple 

mount and a number of them provocatively performed Talmudic 
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prayers. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates. Israeli settler groups started in recent days to mobilize their 

supporters to storm the Aqsa Mosque en masse on May 29 to mark 

what they call Jerusalem day or the reunification of Jerusalem (the 

occupation of east Jerusalem). (PALINFO 25 May 2022) 

 In Hebron, a group of settlers attacked, under military protection, a 

number of Palestinian shepherds while grazing their sheep in Yatta 

town.  The shepherds were forced to leave the area, while one of them 

was violently arrested. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Hordes of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection. Dozens of settlers entered the 

Mosque in different groups through its Maghariba Gate and toured its 

courtyards under police guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy 

site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple 

mount and a number of them provocatively performed Talmudic 

prayers. Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates. Israeli settler groups started recently to mobilize their supporters 

to storm the Aqsa Mosque en masse on May 29 to mark what they call 

Jerusalem day or the reunification of Jerusalem (the occupation of east 

Jerusalem). (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 

 Jewish settlers fired live bullets at Palestinian farmers while they were 

in their lands southeast of the West Bank city of Tulkarem. Several 

Jewish settlers from the Avnei Hefetz settlement fired live bullets at 

Palestinian farmers while they were working in their lands in the 

village of Shoufa southeast of Tulkarem.  Jewish settlers, guarded by 

Israeli occupation forces (IOF), fired live bullets at Tahseen Hamed and 

his brothers and forced them to leave, claiming that their lands are 

closed military zones. The settlers tried to confiscate his vehicle but his 

siblings confronted them and managed to protect it. (PALINFO 27 May 

2022) 

 In Hebron, in the southern part of the West Bank, the Israeli colonizers 

assaulted several Palestinian children, all below the age of ten, while 

playing near their homes in the al-Ja’bari neighborhood in the Old 

City. The colonizers also conducted a provocative march near the 

Kiryat Arba illegal colony in the center of Hebron city after the Israeli 

soldiers closed many Palestinian roads, including the Hebron-

Jerusalem Road and Beit Ummar. The army allowed the colonizers to 
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march while chanting racist slogans, calling for expelling the 

Palestinians from their homes. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 In Tulkarem, in the northern West Bank, the Israeli colonizers fired 

many live rounds at Palestinian farmers in Shoufa village, east of the 

city. The colonizers came from the Avnei Hefetz colony. The colonizers 

also attacked many Palestinian homes and buildings and burnt many 

trees near the main entrance of Burqa village, northwest of Nablus, in 

the northern West Bank. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 In Huwwara town, south of Nablus, the colonizers invaded the town’s 

center and attacked many Palestinians and their cars. The colonizers 

carried Israeli flags and chanted racist slogans and called for expelling 

the Palestinians from their homes and lands. (IMEMC 28 May 2022) 

 In Nablus, a Palestinian woman was injured after a group of settlers 

threw rocks at her car near Hawara town. (PALINFO 28 May 2022) 

 Beginning at 7 am, dozens of right-wing Israeli paramilitary settlers, 

led by the Itamar Ben Gvir and accompanied by squadrons of Israeli 

soldiers, stormed the courtyards of Al-Aqsa Mosque, removing 

Palestinian worshipers who were there for the morning prayer, and 

invading the sanctuary spaces to force out the Muslims who were 

peacefully praying there. Israeli troops accompanied the right-wing 

Jewish settlers in their provocative invasion of the mosque compound, 

and installed checkpoints in addition to violently assaulting the 

Palestinian Muslim worshipers. Israeli TV reported that Itamar Ben 

Gvir will lead or be present in the “Flags March” that Israeli right-

wingers are planning for later on Sunday. The soldiers closed the al-

Qibly mosque in the Al-Aqsa compound, closed the door with iron 

chains, broke its windows, and attacked worshipers both in and 

around the mosque, and abducted many of them. Israeli undercover 

forces were also part of the invasion. They attacked Palestinian 

worshipers, including women, and forced a Turkish woman out of the 

mosque. The Israeli forces deployed to the mosque at the time when 

Palestinians were gathered for the dawn prayer. They first attacked the 

mosque at the Mughrabi Gate Square, then advanced towards the Al-

Qibly prayer hall, completely surrounding it and closing its doors, 

while hundreds of Muslim worshipers were attempting to enter the 

mosque for prayer. The Israeli soldiers also prevented many young 

men from entering the mosque. The men who were prevented from 

entering performed prayers at the gates of Al-Aqsa, while the soldiers 
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continued to surround them. The soldiers abducted many Palestinian 

worshipers, and forced others out with force. Meanwhile, busloads of 

right-wing Jewish settlers arrived at the mosque, in a provocation 

aimed at angering Muslims around the world. The leaders of the right-

wing Jewish settlers, including Itamar Ben Gvir, have called for the 

destruction of the Al-Aqsa Mosque in order to build a Jewish temple in 

its place. Hundreds of Israeli settlers invaded the mosque through the 

Mughrabi Gate, which is an ancient gate that has been under the 

control of the Israeli authorities since their invasion of the city in 1967. 

(IMEMC 29 May 2022) 

 Many Palestinians were injured after Israeli soldiers and colonizers 

invaded Burin town, south of Nablus, in the northern part of the 

occupied West Bank. Two Palestinians suffered burns due to Israeli 

concussion grenades, seven suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation, 

and a few others suffered the effects of tear gas inhalation. The 

Palestinians were injured during protests that took place after dozens 

of soldiers and colonizers invaded the town. The colonizers, who came 

from the illegal Givat Ronen outpost, attacked many homes, and burnt 

lands before the Palestinians intercepted them. Israeli soldiers then 

invaded the town and started attacking the Palestinians with live 

rounds, concussion grenades, gas bombs, and rubber-coated steel 

bullets. (IMEMC 29 May 2022) 

 The Israeli colonizers assaulted several three journalists, Layali Eid, 

Salam Mashriqi, and Lana Kamla, and their teams, including 

cameramen in occupied Jerusalem. The colonizers also invaded the 

Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in Jerusalem, caused damage to many 

Palestinian cars, hurled hurling stones and empty bottles, and fired live 

rounds at many homes. They also attacked and caused damage to 

many homes in the Bab al-Magharba area in the Old City. (IMEMC 30 

May 2022) 

 Hordes of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection in the morning and in the 

afternoon. At  least 128 settlers entered the Mosque in different groups 

through its Maghariba Gate and toured its courtyards under police 

guard. During their tours at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received 

lectures from rabbis about the alleged temple mount and a number of 

them provocatively performed Talmudic prayers. Meanwhile, the 

Israeli occupation police imposed movement restrictions on Muslim 
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worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and gates. (PALINFO 30 

May 2022) 

 A group of Jewish settlers headed from the settlement of Kiryat Arba 

to the Jaber neighborhood and then to the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque, 

chanting racist slogans against Palestinian civilians and attacking their 

stores. Israeli occupation forces (IOF) protected the settlers and blocked 

the surrounding areas of the Al-Ibrahimi Mosque to facilitate the 

Jewish settlers’ march. The IOF detained him along with several 

journalists and prevented them from taking photos of the settlers while 

entering the Mosque. (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

 Hundreds of Jewish settlers from Itamar settlement, protected by the 

Israeli Occupation Forces (IOA), organized a provocative march near 

the Huwara checkpoint south of the West Bank city of Nablus while 

raising the Israeli flags. Thousands of Jewish settlers stormed the Old 

City of Jerusalem through its Bab al-Amud area to participate in the 

flag march, which included wide-scale assaults on Palestinian citizens 

and their property in the holy city. (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked Palestinian shepherds and demolished a 

residential room in the al-Jawaya village, east of Yatta town, south of 

Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied West Bank. The colonizers 

came from an outpost they recently installed on stolen Palestinian 

lands in the village. The colonizers assaulted the Palestinian shepherds 

and threatened to kill their livestock if they do not leave the area. The 

colonizers recently released their livestock in ten Dunams of 

farmlands, owned by Mousa Shawahin, and destroyed his crops.The 

colonizers also demolished a residential room owned by Mahmoud 

Sawi, only a few days after he built it on his land in al-Jawaya village. 

(IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers attacked many Palestinian farmers on their lands in 

Shoufa village, south of Tulkarem in the northern part of the occupied 

West Bank. The colonizers came from the illegal Avnie Hefetz colony, 

built on stolen Palestinian lands in the village, and attacked many 

farmers. The Palestinians scuffled with the invading colonizers and 

refused to leave their lands before the Israeli assailants were forced to 

retreat while threatening to kill the farmers. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 Israeli colonizers invaded the al-Fondoq village, east of the northern 

West Bank city of Qalqilia, and attacked cars, causing damage. Israeli 

soldiers invaded the village after the attack and fired live rounds, 

rubber-coated steel bullets, and gas bombs at Palestinian protesters. 

(IMEMC 31 May 2022) 
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 In Halhoul town, north of the southern West Bank city of Hebron, 

dozens of Israeli colonizers and soldiers invaded the Nabi Younis area, 

leading to protests. (IMEMC 31 May 2022) 

 Scores of Jewish settlers desecrated the Aqsa Mosque in Occupied 

Jerusalem under tight police protection in the morning and later in the 

afternoon. At least 203 settlers, including right-wing rabbi Yehuda 

Glick, entered the Mosque in different groups through its Maghariba 

Gate and toured its courtyards under police guard. During their tours 

at the Islamic holy site, the settlers received lectures from rabbis about 

the alleged temple mount and a number of them provocatively 

performed Talmudic prayers.  

 Meanwhile, the Israeli occupation police imposed movement 

restrictions on Muslim worshipers at the Aqsa Mosque’s entrances and 

gates. The Israeli police close al-Maghariba Gate, which is used by Jews 

to enter the Mosque, at 10:30 am after the settlers complete their 

morning tours at the holy site. Later in the afternoon, the same gate is 

reopened for evening tours by settlers. During the presence of settlers 

inside the Mosque compound, entry restrictions are imposed on 

Muslim worshipers at the entrances leading to the Mosque and their 

IDs could be seized until they leave the holy place. (PALINFO 31 May 

2022) 

 The Israeli Occupation Forces (IOA) fired tear gas canisters at 

Palestinian farmers as they were working on their own swaths of land 

near the settlement of Avnei Hefetz in Tulkarem and forced them to 

leave the area. A horde of Jewish settlers also assaulted farmers in an 

agricultural area in Shufa village, southeast of Tulkarem. (PALINFO 31 

May 2022) 

 In Bethlehem, dozens of settlers aboard buses escorted by military 

vehicles entered an ancient site in Teqoa town to perform rituals, 

which provoked clashes between local youths and Israeli soldiers. 

(PALINFO 31 May 2022) 

 In northern Hebron, dozens of youths suffered from injuries during 

violent clashes with the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) in Halhul town 

north of Hebron. The clashes started after the IOF stormed the town to 

provide protection for dozens of settlers who desecrated the Prophet 

Yunis Mosque to perform rituals. One young man had gunshot 

wounds to his lower extremities and two others had rubber bullet 

injuries, while many others suffered from their exposure to tear gas 

during the events.  

 In southern Hebron, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) arrested two 

16-year-old teenagers from al-Harayek area and took them to an 
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unknown place. The IOF also restricted the movement of Palestinian 

vehicles and searched them in different areas of Hebron after they set 

up makeshift checkpoints on roads leading to Sa’ir and Halhul towns, 

al-Fawwar refugee camp and al-Khalil City. 

Home Demolition & Demolition threats  

 Israeli soldiers demolished retaining walls, removed fences, uprooted 

more than one hundred olive trees, and posted an order for the 

demolishing of an old water reservoir in Douma village, south of 

Nablus, in the northern part of the occupied West Bank. The Israeli 

military bulldozers and military jeeps invaded the southern area of the 

village on the morning of the Fl-Fitr Muslim feast before demolishing 

one thousand meters of retaining walls surrounding seven dunams of 

olive orchards and farmlands. The soldiers also uprooted more than 

one hundred olive trees planted by the Palestinians in their orchards 

more than twenty years earlier. The soldiers also posted an order for 

the demolishing of the Ein Douma water reservoir near a spring in the 

Palestinian lands. The reservoir was built during the British mandate of 

Palestine and the local council has been rehabilitating and taking care 

of it along with the water spring and fencing it. The Palestinians use 

the water for irrigation and their livestock, especially due to the severe 

water shortages in the area due to Israeli restrictions. (IMEMC 3 May 

2022) 

 Israel’s top court Wednesday gave the army the green light to forcibly 

expel the residents of Masafer Yatta communities in the southern West 

Bank district of Hebron. Israel’s High Court ruled in favor of the 

forcible displacement of some 1,300 Palestinians living in twelve 

villages or hamlets making up the Masafer Yatta area, which relies 

heavily on animal husbandry as the main source of livelihood, marking 

one of the largest expulsions carried out by the State of Israel in recent 

decades. The court published the ruling on Wednesday overnight, just 

ahead of Israel’s so-called “Independence Day”, Israel’s “Independence 

Day”, which saw the ethnic cleansing of 750,000 to one million 

indigenous Palestinians 74 years ago and turning them into refugees to 

establish a Jewish-majority state in Palestine, striking down the petition 

submitted by Masafer Yatta families against a 1981 military order 

designating the area Firing Zone 918. The court’s move effectively 

leads to the confiscation of over 35,000 dunams of land, where 

agricultural communities have lived for generations, to consolidate 

colonial settlement construction in the area. Located in Area C of the 
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West Bank, under full Israeli administrative and military control, the 

area has been subjected to repeated Israeli violations by settlers and 

soldiers targeting their main source of living – livestock. It has been 

designated as a closed Israeli military zone for training since the 1980s 

and is accordingly referred to as Firing Zone 918. Israeli violations 

against the area include the demolition of animal barns, homes, and 

residential structures. Issuance of construction permits by Israel to 

local Palestinians in the area is non-existent. Masafer Yatta mayor, 

Nidal Younes, said that the court has ignored all evidence, all the facts 

and evidence submitted by the families over the last 22 years showing 

that they have been permanently residing in the area since before the 

1980s. (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded the Tiwani village, east of Yatta town, south of 

the southern West Bank city of Hebron, and handed a farmer a 

demolition order for his barn (POULTRY FARM). Fuad al-‘Amour, the 

Protection and Steadfastness Committees coordinator in southern 

Hebron, said the army handed an order to demolish a seventy 

square/meter barn owned by a local farmer, Suleiman al-Adra. Al-

‘Amour added that al-Adra is the Protection and Steadfastness 

Committees coordinator in the Masafer Yatta area. The Palestinian was 

not granted time to file for an appeal and was ordered to remove the 

chickens and the sheep from the barn within 96 hours. In related news, 

Israeli colonizers invaded the Khirbat Harasha area in the al-Mazra’a 

al-Gharbiya village northwest of the central West Bank city of 

Ramallah and tried to force the Palestinians out of their lands. (IMEMC 

7 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers detonated the home of a Palestinian detainee in the Silat 

al-Harithiya town, west of Jenin, in the northern part of the occupied 

West Bank. Media sources said dozens of soldiers invaded the town, 

stormed the home of Omar Ahmad Jaradat, and wired its interior walls 

before detonating the property. The sources added that the invasion 

was conducted by more than a hundred military vehicles, including 

Israeli Combat Engineering Corps members. The invasion led to 

protests in the town before the soldiers shot three young men with live 

fire, causing moderate-but-stable wounds. The soldiers also assaulted 

and injured a young man, Mohammad Nasser Abu Salah, while 

standing in front of his home before abducting him. Ahmad Yassin 

Jaradat, the father of three detainees, Montaser, Gheith, Omar, and 

Ahmad’s wife, who were all abducted in December, said the soldiers 

invaded the home approximately at 2:20 after midnight deploying 
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sharpshooters on its rooftops. He added that the soldiers also invaded 

more than 100 homes in the town and deployed sharpshooters on their 

rooftops. The soldiers then invaded, ransacked the property, and wired 

the home before demolishing it. The soldiers also forced all families in 

the surrounding homes to leave their properties during the detonation 

of the home. (IMEMC 7 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) demolished the family house of a 

Palestinian prisoner from Jenin. At approximately 03:00, IOF 

accompanied by a bulldozer, Special Unit Members, and Engineering 

and Explosive Devices teams of experts moved into Silat al-Harithiya 

village, west of Jenin. They surrounded Omar Ahmed Mohammed 

Yasin Jaradt’s house on the outskirts of the village and forced its 

residents to leave along with 10 other families living in nearby houses. 

IOF fired tear gas canisters and sound bombs to stir fear among 

civilians and prevent them from approaching. As a result, civilians 

gathered in the area where IOF deployed and threw stones at the latter 

amidst clashes where IOF fired rubber-coated and live bullets, tear gas 

canisters, and stun grenades at the protestors. As a result, several 

persons suffocated due to tear gas inhalation and were treated in the 

field. IOF also arrested Mohammed Naser Abu-Ahmed Salah (25) from 

the village. During the raid, which continued until 07:00 in the 

morning, IOF planted explosives inside the second floor of Jaradat’s 

family 3-floor family home, and remotely detonated them causing 

partial destruction to the entire building; each floor is 150 sqm, and a 

family of three lived there, including one child. It should be noted that 

Israeli occupation authorities approved the demolition of Jaradat’s 

house on 1 March 2022. Jaradat was arrested by the IOF on 19 

December 2021 after accusing him, along with others, of killing an 

Israeli settler in an attack near Homesh settlement, northern Nablus, on 

16 December 2021. (PCHRGAZA, IMEMC  May 2022) 

 The family home of a Palestinian detainee in Israel was demolished 

early this morning by the Israeli army, according to local sources. They 

told WAFA that an army unit raided the town of Silat al-Harthiyeh, 

west of the northern West Bank city of Jenin, and proceeded to 

demolish the family home of Omar Jaradat, detained in Israel and 

accused of killing an Israeli settler last December. Witnesses said the 

army demolished the walls of the house making it impossible to live in. 

Omar Jaradat’s house is the fourth for the same family the army has 

demolished as a collective punitive measure for allegedly taking part 

in the killing of the settler. Three Palestinians were also injured by live 
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bullets following clashes with the soldiers during the raid of the town. 

(WAFA  May 2022) 

 

 Israeli occupation forces delivered  notices for the demotion of four 

houses belonging to Palestinians in the Masafer Yatta area to the south 

of Hebron, according to a local activist. Coordinator for the Anti-Wall 

and Settlement Committee Rateb al-Jabour said the Israeli forces 

handed residents in the Masafer Yatta area notices for the demolition 

of their four homes. The notices gave the owners four days to appeal 

the demolition decision. The Israeli forces have recently escalated their 

attacks against Palestinians and their properties in the Masafer Yatta 

area with the aim to take over the land for the benefit of settlement 

expansion. In the meantime, a Palestinian sustained tonight sustained 

cuts and bruises throughout his body after being physically attacked 

by Israeli forces for attempting to prevent them from demolishing his 

home in the village of Tiwani in Masafer Yatta. (WAFA 8 May 2022) 

 The Israeli municipality of West Jerusalem  notified of the demolition 

of an apartment building belonging to a Palestinian family in the East 

Jerusalem town of Silwan, citing unpermitted construction as a pretext. 

WAFA correspondent in Jerusalem said the Rajabi family was handed 

a demolition notice, ordering the demolition of the two-storey building 

within days. The building consists of five apartments and is located in 

Ein al-Lawzeh neighborhood in Silwan. One of the family members, 

Faris al-Rajbi said they were notified  about the demolition of their 

apartment building which is home to at least 30 people, including 

children and women, stressing that they have nowhere else to go. He 

said the Israeli municipality cited unpermitted construction as a 

pretext for the demolition, but in actual fact, the Israeli authorities 

refuse to grant Palestinians any building permits in Jerusalem. Faris’ 

brother, who also lives in the building with his family, said he received 

a phone call during the first day of Eid al-Fitr, informing him of the 

demolition order, which they said would be implemented immediately 

after the Eid. The municipality reportedly gave the family a choice 

between self-demolishing the building, which the family refused, or 

having the municipality bulldozers demolish it. Six neighborhoods in 

Silwan are threatened with complete demolition for the benefit of 

settler organizations. (WAFA 8 May 2022) 
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 In the village of Beit Dajan, east of the northern West Bank city of Nablus, the 

Israeli occupation forces  demolished two Palestinian-owned houses that were 

in the construction stage under the pretext of construction without a permit, 

according to the head of Beit Dajan village council Tawfiq al-Haj Mohammad. 

He said soldiers raided the village accompanied by bulldozers which 

proceeded to demolish the two houses, each was two floors and owned by two 

different local citizens. The army claims the area the houses were built in was 

classified as Area C, which is under full Israeli military control. Local 

residents attempted to block the demolition and clashed with the Israeli 

soldiers who fired tear gas canisters at them causing several suffocation cases. 

In nearby Foroush Beit Dajan, Israeli forces also demolished a greenhouse 

owned by a local resident under the pretext of construction in a “firing zone” 

area. (WAFA 9 May 2022) 

 Israeli forces  demolished two Palestinian-owned agricultural 

structures in the town of al-Khader, to the south of the occupied West 

Bank city of Bethlehem, local sources said. Al-Khader mayor, Ibrahim 

Mousa, told WAFA that the Israeli forces demolished two agricultural 

structures in two different areas of the town owned by two local 

residents, one of whom is a former prisoner.  (WAFA 10 May 2022) 

 Staff from the West Jerusalem Israeli municipality demolished  a 

Palestinian-owned two-story building in Silwan neighborhood of 

occupied East Jerusalem, according to witnesses. They said Israeli 

police cordoned off the area where the building is located before a 

municipality bulldozer proceeded to demolish the building owned by 

the Rajabi family displacing, as a result, more than 30 people who lived 

in the second-floor apartments. The Red Crescent said it handled five 

cases of Palestinians beaten by the Israeli police during the demolition, 

one of them was transferred to hospital. The municipality had 

informed the Rajabi family of its decision to demolish its building 

under the pretext of lack of a building permit. (WAFA 10 May 2022) 
 Israeli soldiers demolished a Palestinian home in Beit Hanina town, 

north of occupied Jerusalem, in the West Bank. The soldiers invaded 

the al-Ashqariyya neighborhood in Beit Hanina before surrounding 

and invading a home owned by Atwan Salayma. The army then 

demolished the two hundred square/meter home that provided shelter 

for eight family members and the pretext of being built without a 

permit. Earlier Wednesday, the soldiers invaded Jabal al-Mokabber 

town, southeast of Jerusalem, and demolished a commercial structure. 

(IMEMC 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces tonight demolished a Palestinian-owned 

house in the village of al-Walaja, west of Bethlehem, according to 

youth activist Ibrahim Awad. He told WAFA correspondent that Israeli 
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forces demolished a 90-square-meters house located in the eastern part 

of the village of al-Walaja, citing unpermitted construction as a 

pretext. (WAFA 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces notified  evening to stop the construction 

work on 19 structures belonging to Palestinian residents to the east of 

Yatta, in southern Hebron, according to a local activist. Coordinator of 

the Protection and Steadfastness Committees in Masafer Yatta, Fouad 

al-Amour, told WAFA that Israeli forces stormed two areas to the east 

of Yatta and delivered notices ordering to stop the construction work 

on six dwellings and 13 agricultural structures belonging to local 

residents, including animal barns, sheds, among others. Earlier , Israeli 

occupation forces carried out a large-scale demolition operation in the 

Masafer Yatta area. At least 20 structures, including dwellings, 

agricultural sheds, tents, and animal barns were demolished. (WAFA 

11 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces  demolished a house for a Palestinian detainee 

in al-Tuwani village, east of Yatta, in the southern West Bank district of 

Hebron, under the pretext of construction without a permit, according 

to a local activist. Coordinator of the Protection and Steadfastness 

Committees in Masafer Yatta Fouad al-Amour said that Israeli forces 

escorted a bulldozer to the village where the heavy machinery razed 

the 70-square-meter house of Mohammad Fadel Rab‘i, reducing it to 

rubble. Rab’i is a father of four who has been placed in Israeli detention 

for a year. (WAFA 11 May 2022) 

 Israeli bulldozers  razed a Palestinian commercial facility in the 

occupied East Jerusalem neighborhood of Jabal al-Mukabber, 

according to local sources. They said that Israeli police and crews from 

the Israeli municipality of West Jerusalem stormed the neighborhood, 

and cordoned off the facility before a bulldozer leveled it, reducing it to 

rubble under the pretext of building without a permit. (WAFA 11 May 

2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished a Palestinian home in the al-Walaja village, 

west of Bethlehem, in the occupied West Bank. Local nonviolent 

activist Ibrahim Awadallah said several army jeeps and bulldozers 

invaded the Ein Jweiza area in the northern part of the village and 

demolished one home, allegedly for being built without a permit from 

the Israeli occupation authorities. Awadallah added that the home, 90 

square/meters, was recently built by Ahmad Nidal Barghouth, who 

was preparing to move into his new property with his family. (IMEMC 

12 May 2022) 
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 Israeli forces  destroyed a water collection pond in Marj Na‘ja locality 

in the northern Jordan Valley, according to a local activist. Aref 

Daraghmeh, a human rights activist, said that Israeli forces escorted a 

bulldozer into the locality, northeast of al-Zubaidat village, north of 

Jericho, where the heavy machinery leveled a water collection pond, 

which has a capacity of 9,000 cubic meters, owned by a local farmer. 

Israel does not allow Palestinians to collect rainwater to use for 

irrigation and for their livestock. (WAFA 12 May 2022) 

 Israeli forces pounded a house with missiles and injured at least ten 

Palestinian youths on the outskirts of Jenin refugee camp, according to 

local sources. They said that a number of Israeli military vehicles, 

including a bulldozer, stormed the northern West Bank camp, where 

the soldiers surrounded a house belonging to the al-Dib‘i family for 

several hours before firing volleys of guided missiles into it, setting it 

on fire. Sounds of explosions were heard in the camp and plumes of 

thick black smoke were seen rising from the house. The soldiers 

escorted a bulldozer to al-Hadaf area, where the house is located, and 

prevented medics from reaching the targeted house. The raid triggered 

violent confrontations that saw the soldiers opening live fire towards 

young people attempting to block their passage, hitting seven, 

including one critical injury. The injuries were evacuated to Ibn Sina 

Hospital for urgent treatment. One of the casualties was identified as 

Daoud al-Zubaidi, the brother of Zakaria al-Zubaidi, who has been 

held in harsh conditions since he was recaptured along with five other 

prisoners after escaping the highly-fortified Gilboa Prison in 

September. Al-Zubeidi, 40, sustained critical injuries in the abdomen as 

confirmed by the hospital manager Gani Jokha. The soldiers 

deliberately rammed one of the military vehicles into a young man, 

inflicting injuries across his body. The man was also rushed to the 

hospital. Meanwhile, witnesses confirmed that Israeli soldiers opened 

fire at an ambulance in the camp. 

The soldiers ultimately detained two members of al-Bib‘i family on the 

outskirts of the camp. (WAFA 13 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authorities  notified of the demolition of a 

mosque in the southern Arab ar-Ramadin Bedouin community, which 

is caged behind the Separation Barrier in Qalqilia. Representative of the 

said Bedouin community, Kasab Shour, told WAFA that Israeli forces 

delivered a notice ordering the demolition of the mosque within seven 

days, or else it will be demolished by the Israeli forces. The Arab ra-

Ramadin community is namely located in Area C and since the 
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establishment of the separation wall has been totally isolated. (WAFA 

14 May 2022) 

 The Israeli municipality of West Jerusalem forced a Palestinian resident 

of occupied East Jerusalem to demolish his own home under the 

pretext it was built without a permit, reported WAFA correspondent. 

She said that Faraj Dabash embarked  on demolishing his home in Sur 

Baher neighborhood, south of Jerusalem, after he received a demolition 

order to avoid paying high costs that will be imposed by the 

municipality if it carries out the demolition itself. Dabash told WAFA 

that he built a second floor over the family home to house his family, 

composed of his wife and three children, the oldest is 11 years old, but 

the Israeli municipality had issued a demolition order against it for 

construction without a permit, which now leaves him and his family 

homeless. (WAFA 14 May 2022) 

 Several Israeli army jeeps and bulldozers invaded the Dyouk at-Tahta 

village, west of Jericho in the northeastern West Bank, and demolished 

a wall surrounding the home of a Jerusalemite Palestinian, Khalil 

Affana. The soldiers also demolished a small shed owned by Affana; 

the demolitions came only three days after the army issued the 

demolition orders allegedly for being built without permits. (IMEMC 

16 May 2022) 

 The Israeli soldiers demolished a shed owned by Ayman Gharib in 

Tammoun town, south of Tubas. The shed, used for selling melons, 

was approximately 30 square/meters. (IMEMC 16 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) demolished a Palestinian house in Dar 

Salah village in eastern Bethlehem. The IOF razed the house of 

Mohammed Awad that is located near the apartheid Separation Wall. 

The IOF said the house was razed for being built without permit. 

(PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) demolished two commercial 

and agricultural facilities in east Jerusalem. The Israeli municipality 

demolished a commercial facility belonging to al- Ghazzawi family in 

Beit Hanina town, northeast of Jerusalem. Several Palestinian families 

in Beit Hanina, including the families of Ghazzawi and Salhab, are 

facing Israeli attempts to take over their real estate in the town, 

although they have legal ownership documents. The Israeli 

municipality’s bulldozers also demolished on the same day an 

agricultural nursery belonging to Palestinian citizens near Shuafat in 

northern Jerusalem. The owner, Amjad an-Natsha, said that he had 

leased a plot of land belonging to ash-Shuweiki family to build the 
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nursery, adding that he already obtained all the legal documents that 

allowed him to build this facility in the area.  

 The Israeli occupation army delivered a stop-work order against a 

Palestinian house in Wadi Fukin village, southwest of Bethlehem, at 

the pretext of unlicensed construction. (PALINFO 18 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers forced a Palestinian to demolish his home in Sur Baher 

town, south of occupied Jerusalem, in the West Bank. The Palestinian, 

Mohannad Abu Kaf, had to demolish his home after exhausting 

appeals against the destruction of his property. The City Council in 

occupied Jerusalem refused to grant the Palestinian a construction 

permit and forced him to destroy his property or face excessively high 

fines and fees and the demolition costs if the city used its workers and 

equipment. (IMEMC 19 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers invaded a Palestinian village south of Hebron in the 

southern part of the occupied West Bank before dismantling and 

confiscating a residential tent. Many soldiers invaded the Jouret al-

Kammoun community of the Birin village after surrounding it. The 

soldiers dismantled and confiscated a residential tent owned by 

Mahmoud Badawi Abu Sneina. (IMEMC 19 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) delivered military stop-work orders 

against six Palestinian homes in Artas village, southwest of Bethlehem, 

at the pretext of unlicensed construction. The owners of these homes 

are Basel al-Lahham, Adnan al-Atrash, Mohamed al-Qassas, Basem 

Ayesh, Ismail Salah and Ibrahim Salah. (PALINFO 19 May 2022) 

 The Israeli army issued demolition orders targeting two flats and a 

room in Ya’bad town, west of Jenin, in the West Bank’s northern part. 

The soldiers invaded the town and handed him an order for the 

demolition of two flats and a room in a building owned by his family. 

The army informed the family that they should demolish the buildings 

before May 26th or face excessively high fines and fees. The family 

recently filed an appeal through a human rights group in occupied 

Jerusalem before an Israeli court only revoked the demolition order of 

two commercial rooms on the ground floor of the building. (IMEMC 20 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA), notified a Palestinian family 

from Al-Khader town, south of Bethlehem, to freeze the construction of 

their house.  The IOA issued a halt-construction order against the two-
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story house under the pretext of being built without permit. (PALINFO 

20 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) demolished two Palestinian 

houses under construction in the village of Al-Diouk Al-Tahta, in 

Jericho and Jordan Valley governorate. Israeli occupation forces 

accompanied by intelligence agents escorted three bulldozers that 

demolished two adjacent houses under construction owned by 

Jerusalemites, in the Sateeh area of Al-Diouk Al-Tahta village, under 

the pretext of not having a construction license. The area of each house 

is about 140 square meters. The IOA demolition operations and stop-

construction notifications have recently escalated in the area, especially 

in the village of Al- Diouk Al-Tahta, in a bid to displace its residents. 

(PALINFO 23 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) demolished the Al-Samoud Mosque in 

the Arab Al-Ramadin residential community, located behind the 

separation wall in Qalqilya.  The citizens confronted the demolition 

process triggering clashes with the IOF soldiers, who fired rubber-

coated metal bullets and tear gas canisters; as a result, many civilians 

were injured and suffered breathing problems. The mosque serves 

hundreds of nursery owners who work behind the wall and the more 

than 350 members of the southern Ramadin community, who live on 

an area of more than 100 acres. The IOF had earlier notified the 

community of the mosque's demolition, claiming that it was not 

licensed and that it disturbed the settlers. (PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 The Israeli military  demolished two agricultural rooms in two 

different villages in Masafer Yatta in what is believed to be another 

demolition on the road to tear down 12 Masafer Yatta villages and 

displace over 1000 of their Palestinian residents. The Israeli High Court 

on May 4 gave the army the green light to demolish the 12 villages and 

displace their residents after the army declared the area as a firing 

zone. The army accompanied by heavy machinery broke into al-

Tawaneh and al-Jawaya villages where they demolished the two rooms 

owned by local residents. (IMEMC 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers demolished a two-story Palestinian home in Beit Safafa 

town, south of occupied Jerusalem in the West Bank. The soldiers and 

police officers invaded the town before surrounding the home owned 

by Mohammad Jouda and Yazid Teena and demolishing it. The 

demolished property had a 500 square/meter parking garage on the 

first floor and two 120 square/meter apartments on the second. The 

demolition displaced 13 Palestinians, six of them from Jouda’s family, 
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and seven are Teena’s family. The family filed several appeals and had 

many court hearings; they first demanded that they pay a 30.000 

Shekels fine, then another court voided that ruling and asked them to 

pay 50.000. There was supposed to be another court hearing in 

September. Mohammad’s wife, was cuffed and detained in a military 

vehicle while demolishing the property and assaulted her son.  

(IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 The Israeli authorities have notified the demolition of three poultry 

and egg farms in the village of Umm al-Rayhan in Jenin Governorate, 

on which 15 families depend. The orders stipulated the demolition of 

farms built since 2006, containing about 15,000 chickens, within 3 days. 

The farms themselves had received demolition orders 16 years ago, 

and at that time the demolition was frozen by a decision of the Israeli 

Supreme Court until May 17, 2022, and after the freeze expired, the 

Israeli authorities immediately notified their demolition. (ARABS48 28 

May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers handed orders for the demolition of two Palestinian 

homes in the Masafer Yatta area, south of Hebron, in the southern part 

of the occupied West Bank. The soldiers invaded the Um Qassa 

Bedouin community in Masafer Yatta and handed a demolition order. 

The order is for demolishing a 140 square/meter home owned by Najeh 

Ka’abna. The army also invaded the Khashm ad-Daraj area and 

handed an order for the demolition of an eighty square/meter home 

owned by Mohammad Ibrahim al-Atimeen. The Israeli army claims the 

homes, in Area C of the West Bank, were built without permits from 

the so-called “Civil Administration Office,” the administrative branch 

of its illegal occupation. The army is planning to demolish and displace 

twelve Bedouin communities in Masafer Yatta, which would lead to 

the displacement of at least one thousand Palestinians after the Israeli 

High Court approved the demolition earlier this month. (IMEMC 30 

May 2022) 

Israeli Military Orders 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) prohibited Palestinian citizens 

living in some areas in Masafer Yatta, south of al-Khalil, from using a 

number of water wells. A crew from the Israel antiquities authority 

escorted by soldiers stormed Birin area in Masafer Yatta and warned 

local Palestinians and shepherds of using or coming near the well in 

their area. The same antiquities crew stormed the nearby area of al-
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Jaza, photographed another well and ordered local residents not to use 

it. They also toured other Palestinian villages and hamlets in Masafer 

Yatta and threatened to prevent their residents from entering certain 

sites and areas near their homes. The Israeli crew justified the measure 

by claiming that the wells and sites are located in historical areas. 

(PALINFO 3 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation authorities announced the illegal annexation of 

22,000 dunums of Palestinian-owned land to the south of Jericho city in 

the occupied West Bank, according to local sources. Younes Jaafar, a 

Palestinian rights activist, told WAFA that the land expropriated by the 

Israeli military order belongs to the village of Sawahra al-Sharqiya, and 

is part of the Israeli colonial project E1. The project, initiated first in 

2012, is aimed at isolating Jerusalem from the rest of the West Bank and 

disrupting the territorial contiguity between the northern and southern 

parts of the West Bank. Muayyad Shaaban, the Head of the Palestinian 

Authority’s Settlement and Wall Resistance Commission, condemned 

the Israeli announcement of the expropriation of 22,000 dunums of 

Palestinian land. Shaaban said the latest Israeli expropriation order 

was aimed to impose a fait accompli on the land by changing its 

features, as well as further dividing the West Bank and turning it into 

unconnected cantons, thus preventing the establishment of a 

geographically contiguous and sovereign Palestinian state. Israel uses 

the Absentee Property Law to claim the lands it forced the Palestinians 

to abandon in the 1948 and 1967 wars. It also deploys a range of tactics 

to declare all unregistered lands – left out by the Ottoman and British 

occupiers and believed to be two-thirds of the West Bank – as possible 

“state” land. Palestinian lands are also confiscated in the name of 

archaeological and tourism purposes, and if they are bought from 

Palestinians, it is almost always through coercive measures, according 

to the Israeli rights group Peace Now. (PEACENOW , IMEMC 5 May 

2022) 

 The Israeli Supreme Court authorizes the forcible expulsion of 

hundreds of Palestinians from their lands in Masafer Yatta in Hebron 

and refused the petition submitted by 12 Palestinian residential 

compounds housing at least 2000 people against a 1980 military order 

that imposes a complete closure on Masafer Yatta area and declares 

that over 30,000 dunums designated as (Firing Zone 918), with no 

regard for it being an inhabited area. Upon this decision, the Israeli 

occupation forces (IOF) are allowed to take all the measures they deem 

appropriate, including military exercises under any designation, 

between Palestinians’ houses and expel them from the area at any time. 
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In reality, IOF denies Palestinians’ presence in the area, and they 

previously served 12 demolition notices to residential communities. 

(IMEMC 5 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) recently seized Ain al-Auja 

nature reserve in Jericho, which is the largest Palestinian wildlife 

sanctuary in the West Bank. The Israeli army’s civil administration 

signed on April 12 an order declaring about 22,000 dunums of 

Palestinian land in the south of the ancient city of Jericho as a “nature 

reserve.” However, this declaration was published only one week ago, 

and it will take effect 60 days after its publication. (PALINFO 25 May 

2022) 

Confiscation & Razing of lands 

 Israeli settlers  continued to level Palestinian farmlands in Khirbet al-

Farisiya in the northern Jordan Valley, according to WAFA 

correspondent. He said that the settler excavators continued leveling 

large tract of farmlands belonging to the villagers as a prelude to seize 

them and set up colonial agricultural enterprises. This came several 

days after the settlers set up mobile homes and escorted a bulldozer to 

level a plot of land close to a formerly-installed water tank. (WAFA 4 

May 2022) 

 Israeli forces  evening embarked on opening a settlers-only road on 

Palestinian land in the village of Wadi Fukin to the west of Bethlehem, 

according to a local official. The Head of Wadi Fukin village council, 

Ibrahim al-Horoub, told WAFA that Israeli forces opened a 300-meter-

long road designated for the sole use of settlers on land belonging to a 

Palestinian resident in the eastern part of the village of Wadi Fukin. 

Forces also placed barbed wires on both sides of the road, which is 

located adjacent to the Israeli settlement of Tzur Hadassah. (WAFA 9 

May 2022) 
 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) delivered a notice ordering the 

confiscation of 40 dunums of Wadi Fukin village west of the West Bank 

city of Bethlehem. The IOA delivered a notice ordering the confiscation 

of 40 dunums of agricultural Palestinian-owned lands in the 

village.  Ten dunums of the lands threatened with confiscation are 

owned by the local citizen Othman al-Hroub, while 30 dunums belong 

to Sukkar and Ateyya families. (PALINFO 17 May 2022) 

 In Nablus, the Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) started to build a road 

for Jewish settlers in the southern area of Qusra town and near tracts of 
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land belonging to the families of Mustafa and as-Sayed. (PALINFO 18 

May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) attacked Palestinian shepherds and 

fishermen in the east and west of the besieged Gaza Strip. Israeli 

soldiers opened machinegun fire at a group of shepherds in the east of 

al-Bureij refugee camp in central Gaza and forced them to leave the 

grazing area. In the west of Gaza, Israeli gunboats opened machinegun 

fire at fishermen and their boats off the shore of Beit Lahia in northern 

Gaza. No one was reportedly hurt in the attack, which forced the 

fishing boats to return ashore. Meanwhile, the IOF carried out in the 

morning a limited incursion into a border area in the east of al-Bureij 

camp. A number of armored bulldozers escorted by over 10 tanks 

advanced from a military post into an agricultural area, while firing 

machine guns and smoke grenades to cover their incursion. The 

bulldozers embarked on leveling and digging swaths of agricultural 

land, which are located several meters away from the border fence. 

(PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation authority (IOA) bulldozers resumed razing 

Palestinian-owned lands in the West Bank city of Nablus. The IOA 

bulldozers have been razing Palestinian-owned lands in Qasra and 

Doma villages north of Nablus for weeks with the aim of expanding 

the Esh Kodesh settlement outpost.  (PALINFO 25 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces (IOF) entered the northern Gaza Strip areas 

and conducted bulldozing operations. The IOF soldiers escorted four 

huge bulldozers along with other military equipment into eastern Beit 

Hanun city to the north of the besieged enclave. The bulldozers 

levelled land at the outskirts of the city while the soldiers fired four gas 

bombs near the area before retreating behind the northern Gaza 

borders, the sources added. (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

Expansion of Israeli settlements 

 In the latest development in Israel’s settlement expansion measures, 

Israel’s Civil Administration in the West Bank announced on 06 May 

2022, that the sub-committee of the “Judea and Samaria Higher 

Planning Council” is set to give its approval for planning and building 

3,988 new settlement units in the meeting scheduled for next Thursday. 

The committee meeting will be held after the Israeli Defense Minister, 

Benny Gantz, responded to settlers’ demands to approve the 

construction of new settlement projects. According to the Israeli Civil 

Administration’s announcement, 1,452 housing units are expected to 
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be approved for construction in the following settlements: 32 at 

Nokdim, 16 at Ma’aleh Adumim, 286 units at Kedumim, 90 at Dolev, 

170 at Immanuel, 110 at Mevo Horon, 192 at Sha’are Tikvah, 500 units 

at the Elkana, and 56 at Negahot. The announcement indicated that the 

final approval also includes 2,536 housing units in the following 

settlements: 364 for Dolev, 114 for Ma’aleh Michmash, 534 units for 

Shvuet Rachel, 168 for Neria, 136 for Givat Ze’ev, 40 for Efrat, 92 for 

Zofim, 64 for Revava, 107 for Tal Menashe, 761 for the Beitar Illit, and 

156 for Kiryat Arba. The approval of these settlement projects comes 

within the framework of political trade-offs between the far-right 

political parties in Israel to ensure the existence of the current 

government headed by Naftali Bennett, under the pretext that the 

Knesset members from Yamina party have required the approval of 

these projects in order to avoid resigning from the government 

coalition. Moreover, the expected approval of settlement projects came 

in light of the support of Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett for 

Jewish settlement crimes, as on 05 April 2022, he said during a visit to 

the security service’s regional command in the West Bank: 

“Construction is ongoing and will continue in Judea and Samaria. 

Freezing will not be here.” (IMEMC 6 May 2022) 

 The so-called Israeli Civil Administration approved legitimizing a 

settlement outpost in Dura village west of the West Bank city of 

Hebron. The Higher Planning Committee of the Israeli Civil 

Administration announced that the settlement outpost of Mitzpe 

Lachish (Givat Habooster) will be legitimized and annexed to the 

settlement of Negohot in Dura village. The Higher Planning 

Committee approved building 158 settlement units in the outpost on 

520 dunums of land. (LRC, PALINFO 24 May 2022) 

 Israel has approved the “legalization” of an illegal outpost and 

legislated plans on 520 Dunams of privately-owned Palestinian lands 

in Doura town, west of Hebron, in the southern part of the occupied 

West Bank. The so-called “High Planning Council” approved the 

structural plans of the illegal Mitzpe Lachish and decided to make it 

part of the illegal Negohot colony. The plan aims to turn the illegal 

outpost into a “neighborhood” in Negohot, including the construction 

of 158 new units. The plan would create a large colonialist block on 

more than 811 Dunams of Palestinian lands where Negohot and Mitze 

Lachish stand. (LRC, IMEMC 25 May 2022) 

 Jewish settlers proceeded with building a new settlement outpost on 

Jalud village land south of the West Bank city of Nablus. After razing 

the surrounding areas of the settlement outpost of Ahiya established 
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on Jalud village land and preparing the infrastructure, Jewish settlers 

set up seven mobile homes in preparation to build the new settlement 

outpost. The new settlement outpost is only some meters away from 

the outskirts of Jalud village.  (PALINFO 30 May 2022) 

Erection of Israeli checkpoints  

 The Israeli soldiers installed many roadblocks at Hebron’s northern 

and southern roads and the main entrances of Beit Awwa, Sa’ir, and 

Halhoul towns, before stopping and searching dozens of cars, and 

interrogating many Palestinian while inspecting their ID cards. 

(IMEMC 2 May 2022) 

 The Israeli Occupation Army (IOA) erected a military checkpoint at the 

entrance to Arraba town, in Jenin, stopping and searching several 

Palestinian vehicles. (PALINFO 19 May 2022). 

Israeli Closures  

 The Israeli army Wednesday morning obstructed Palestinians’ free 

movement close to Uyoun al-Haramiya checkpoint, north of Ramallah, 

according to WAFA correspondent. He said that Israeli soldiers 

stopped Palestinian commuters passing through the area on their way 

between the West Bank cities of Ramallah and Nablus, inspecting their 

vehicles and checking their identity cards. The soldiers were part of a 

sizable military force deployed to ensure protection of hundreds of 

settlers who gathered in the area, located on the Ramallah-Nablus 

Road. Meanwhile, the heavily-armed soldiers sealed the entrances of 

al-Fawwar refugee camp and Dura town, southwest of the southern 

West Bank city of Hebron, closing the metal gates and preventing 

passage in both directions. (WAFA 4 May 2022) 

 Israeli occupation forces tonight shot and wounded a young 

Palestinian man in the occupied city of Jerusalem. WAFA 

correspondent reported that the occupation forces shot a young man in 

the Bab al-Amoud area, before detaining him. His identity and health 

condition remain unknown until the moment. Forces reportedly 

attacked all those present in the vicinity of Bab al-Amoud in occupied 

Jerusalem and closed all entrances to the Old City and the blessed al-

Aqsa Mosque. (WAFA 10 May 2022) 

 Israeli soldiers abducted a young Palestinian man and closed reads 

near Salfit in the northwestern West Bank. Several army jeeps invaded 
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Rafat village west of Salfit, searched homes, and abducted a young 

man, Odai Radwan Ayyash. The soldiers also closed the iron gate on 

the road leading to Hares and Kifl Hares towns, preventing the 

Palestinians from crossing. The soldiers also stopped and searched cars 

and interrogated many Palestinians while inspecting their ID cards. 

(IMEMC 18 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation forces (IOF) imposed a tight siege on Huwara 

town, south of Nablus. The IOF used bulldozers to block most of the 

town’s internal roads that lead to the main road and the Huwara-

Einabus road. The IOF also set up military posts on some buildings 

and spread through the main road to prevent any attempt to reopen 

the blocked streets. The IOF practices paralyzed the movement of local 

residents, isolated several areas from the town and caused traffic jams 

in some areas.  (PALINFO 21 May 2022) 

Other 

 An Israeli settler called for demolishing the Dome of the Rock in the 

Aqsa Mosque in Occupied Jerusalem.  The leader of Israeli settler 

group Lehava, Bentzi Gopstein, has voiced calls for the destruction of 

the Dome of the Rock while calling on Jewish settlers to take part in the 

annual so-called flag march later this month in the Old City of 

Jerusalem. Israeli settlers have renewed calls for mass participation in 

the flag march and similar activities aiming at boosting Judaization 

plans in the holy city. The so-called Jewish temple mount groups call 

for organizing mass storming of the Al-Aqsa Mosque on Jewish 

religious occasions. (PALINFO 17 May 2022) 

 The Israeli occupation authority (IOA) has given permission for the far-

right settler groups to march through the heart of the main Palestinian 

thoroughfare in Jerusalem’s Old City. The march would take place on 

May 29 along its “customary route” through Damascus Gate. Each 

year, thousands of Israeli far-right groups participate in the march, 

waving Israeli flags, singing songs and in some cases, chanting anti-

Arab slogans, as they pass by Palestinian onlookers and businesses. 

The march is meant to celebrate Israel’s occupation of Jerusalem in the 

1967 war. The decision was made after consultations with the police, in 

a move that threatens to re-ignite violence in the holy city. (PALINFO 

19 May 2022) 

 An Israeli appeal court overturned a ruling by a lower magistrate court 

which had stirred Palestinian anger by questioning the legality of 
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barring Jewish prayer at al-Aqsa Mosque. The court's order overturned 

the Israeli Magistrate court's decision which was issued last Sunday, 

allowing Jewish settlers to perform Talmudic rituals during their 

provocative raids into the al-Aqsa Mosque. The court order considered 

intoning Jewish prayer "does not raise worry of harm befalling national 

security, public safety or individual security". However, a counter-

appeal was submitted with Jerusalem District Court, which overturned 

the Magistrate’s ruling. (PALINFO 26 May 2022) 


